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Mission Day Munchies E-mail down again?
Crashed server to blame

Microsoft technical support and IS
employees were initially unaware
of this problem, according to
Seattle Universitystudents eager Erdmann and Virgina Parks, Assoto check their inboxes for newmes- ciate Vice PresidentofIS.
It took until Sept. 7, two weeks
sages from peers, professors and
family were frustrated by recent e- after the software installation,until
mail system failures.
the incompatibility became apparFaculty and staff were likewise ent. The hardware failures lasted
forced to do without e-mail as a through Oct. 4, according to Parks.
Between Sept. 7 and Oct. 4, the
means of communication in their
daily business, which is heavily de- hardware failednine times.Thefailures lastedfrom10minute intervals
pendentupon e-mail.
SU'se-mail system servesall un- to as long as four hours.
Every time the hardware failed,
dergraduate and graduate students
as well as faculty and staff. The thee-maildatabasebecame corrupt.
approximatenumberofaccounts the In order torecover thelost data, the
Amy Baranski

News Editor

server supports changes daily, but server needed to be rebuilt. This
generally ranges from 8,000 to meant ISneededtoreplaceorrepair
10,000.
the hardweac component Jl the
According to PaulErdmann, Di- server.
\S decidedto consult withtechnirector of Awcademic Computing, and
Network Services, the severforfac- calsupport fromDellandMicrosoft
ulty and staff e-mail accounts was during the first week ofSeptember.
encountering problems. Since the Software problems were ruled out
student e-mail accounts run off of a after theirinitialconsultation.
During the second week of Sepdifferent server that works in conjunction with the faculty and staff tember, technical staff from Dell
server, both were brought down in primarily focused on the hardware,
which they thought to be the proborder to correct the problems.
Erdmann said that the problems lem.
A reportreleasedearlier this week
started after Information Services
implemented aroutine software up- by Parks said that "Dell's technical

staff provided phone diagnostics,
grade.
"Software upgrades are frequent. recommended solutions and tested
ALYSSABERG /STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER I
University's
Day.
Mission
We
do multiple [upgrades] a month every conceivable solution,none of
faculty
attendedSeattle
annual
Tuesday,
and
day
While students hada offon
staff
in the normal course of business," which prevented continued equipFor the complete storyseepage 3.
ment failure."
Erdmannsaid.
EvenafterDell's consultationand
LastAugust IS started a software
upgrade. The upgrade had beenre- several diagnostic reports,the server
searched and testedfor faultsbefore continued to crash. Each time the
rebuilt,
NICHOLAS ROMERO
"One adjunct in the English de- where they can meet with students Microsoft released it. However, the server crashedandhad to be
the
softpartment has office space," said inpublic areas on and off campus. SU server'shardware and
Staff Reporter
see E-mail on page 2
ware upgrade were incompatible.
seniorEileen Crum, "but only besee
on
2
Space
page
Crunch
The computer lab in the Casey cause he uses [an office of] a proBuilding may be transformed into fessor on sabbatical.
Accordingto Jaffe-Doty,thesituoffice spacedue to thegrowingnumation is important to students beber of part-time faculty.
"We don' thaveenoughoffices to cause part-time faculty currently
house allthe arts and sciences fac- do not have the available means to
ulty," said AlisonJaffe-Doty,Man- provide students with an acceptger ofBudget and Operations in the able amount of attention outside of
class.
Contused about the issues on the
College of Arts and Sciences.
part-time
faculty
She said many
Part-time faculty currently make
November ballot? Pick up The Specup around 20 percent of the total members are only given onehour
tator to find out more about the issues
M
M. ■
faculty in the Arts and Sciences per week to meet with their studepartment.Thecurrent spaceavail- dents away from class lectures.
ant tie candidates.
W
BrfH
Somepart-timefaculty findways
able onlyallows full-time faculty to
havetheirown offices, leavingpart- around the lack of office space,
timeemployees to find offices that holding their office hours in creThis week: Check out The Spectator's Election Guide on page 6. See where
ative places. They often set hours
are not being used.

Faculty feel the space crunch

Election 2000
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the candidates stand on such issues as education, gun control
and abortion.
Nov. 2: Read student opinion on various election issues.
Nov. 8: A special Wednesday editionof The Spectator will cover the election
results.
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E-mail: a crashed server leaves many
students staff andfaculty stranded
From page 1
students and faculty found
themselves waiting from minutes
to hours to access their accounts.
delays
disrupted
These
communication for classes and
business.
Toward the end of September,
after multiple tests, Dell decided
that the problem was not with the

hardware.

the whole server's hardware, but
the problems stillcontinued.
Erdmann and Parks said that IS
restored allsavede-mailto thebackup server during the first week of
October.
This provided e-mail services for
aninterimperiod until theproblems
were completely worked out, according to Parks and Erdmann.
Despite this, e-mail went down
from 3 p.m.on Wednesday until 10

Microsoft was then consulted. p.m.onFridaythat week,due to the
They tested the software, andruled primary serverfailing.
out the possibility of it being the
Parks says that the backup server
problem.
WhenMicrosoftand Delltechni-

was then activated, and e-mail services wereoperable at a minimum

cal support could not pinpoint the
problem, IS decided to rebuild the
oldserverfor temporarye-mailuse.
On Monday Sept.25, and on the
following two days, Dell and IS
worked hand in hand to find the
problem. "

capacity.
The problem that was finally diagnosed was, "an incompatibility
[that] existedbetween [the] RAID

controller card, the external drive
array and the software upgrade that
wasinstalled in August," according
Delltechnical support helpedre- to Parks.
pair and replace practically all of
It took until Oct. 10 to custom

build the new components necessary for the server, and to change
over to the repaired system. While
IS wasmaking the changeover,"the
backup server failed andcorrupted
the data," Parks said.
The repairs were made, and the
system was againrunning at its full
capacity on Monday Oct. 16.
Parks said that the problems they
incurred were unavoidable despite
their back-up methods.
"We build redundancy into all of
our equipment," Parks said.
Parks, Erdmann and the IS department are going to evaluate the
technicalconsultation theyreceived
from their vendors, and try to develop quicker responses to problems that develop.
The e-mail has been completely
restored, Parks and Erdmann said.
However, this past week several
students have complainedof problemswithaccessingtheirSUe-mail
accounts.

E-mail: What students have to say
'They [IS] need to inform students because when they don't that
This computerlab willbeconvertedintooffice spaceforfacultymembers.
just creates further frustration
—
among students." Erica Brooks,
Liz rankos/ Photo editor

Space Crunch: lack of
space leaves faculty
without ofoffice space

"Oneadjunct heldhis officehours
on the weekends," Megan Andersonaseniorcommunicationmajor, is that the consultant would dissaid. "He would sit there for three coverareas that could beconverted
hours anddiscuss ethics at a coffee into office space for part-time faculty.
shop."
The computer lab is mostly used
Another proposal is to build ofby the same part-time faculty who fices in thenew student center that
havelimitedoffice space.Theelimi- is being constructed along Cherry
nation of the computer lab would Avenue.However,theoffices would
mean the faculty members whouse not be built for a couple of years,
it would have to go to another lab and thecurrent situation wouldcondesignated for students or use the tinue.
The final proposal is also a long
computer of a colleague.The lim-

"One adjunct held his office hours on
the weekends. He wouldsit therefor
three hours and discuss"ethics at the

shop.
coffee
Megan

Anderson, senior,
communication major

ited space also hurts the vision of
the Casey Building.
"We'd like this building to be a
place where students and faculty

puter science

"I think it really sucks because
I've had problems getting in con-

Seattle University...l

junior, communication.

"If Seattle University intends email to beits primary modeof communication withstudents, it needs
proposedremedies.Thefirst would to ensure— that the system is funcbehiringaconsultanttolookathow tioning." PamelaHenigson,Spanspace is used on campus. The hope ish.

From page 1

mail system and if there is a problem, repair [it] in a timely fash—
ion." Brian Shelton-Kelley,international studies.

tact with my professors in a timely

manner and having that happen in
the middle ofmidtermscould pose
someseriousproblems." Lan Reid,

—

senior philosophy.

"It's really made my life rough
"Ithink it's ridiculous. As a stu—
here,
[the
I
them
expect
dent
uni- and that's all Ihave to say." Vicversity] to be able to keep up the e- torHanson-Smith,sophomorecom-

" ■ J?\
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E-Mail :

"Vital information that Ineeded
was late coming because of the fact
that the e-mail system was down at

"I wouldexpect more from this
university because of the high tuition costs. We should at least have
e-mail running smoothly." Alex
Contreras, senior,creative writing.
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Need to contact

term plan. When the new student
center iscompleted, thecurrentstudent center could be transformed

into office space. This proposal is
only one of many desires for the
plains Jaffe-Doty. "[The current Student Union Building located
situation]doesn'tleavealotofcom- along Madison, as many departmonarea wherethis can happen." ments eye the space that will soon
The school is lookinginto a few become available.

The Spectator?

can meet and mix informally," ex-
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expect great

things from SU,andit's justsad that
it wasn't happening."— Bill
Tierney,sophomore,pre-major.

(206) 296-6474
Fax :(206) 296-6477
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Worldwide cuisine

ASSU

Scan Reid
Staff Reporter

election

TheInternational StudentCenter
heldits annual campus luncheon at
noon yesterday in theISC building
nearthe Murphyparking lot.
The free event was open to internationaland American Seattle University students, and offered a variedensemble of foreign dishes.
Ani Orantes, the organizer ofthe
ISC Luncheon, described it as a
chance for International SU students as well as U.S.natives to get

results :
Freshman Representative

to know new faces, and experience

■

other cultures in the process.
At the luncheon, studentspacked
through the doorway to get in line
for the spicy and colorful dishes.
While waiting,hungry patronswere
able to view photosfromISC'sNew
Beginning 2000, a weekend event
held earlier in the year that helped
introducenew SUinternational students to American lifestyles.
The luncheon showcased a di-

versebuffet ofmulticultural foods.
There were Guatemalan tomales,
IndianDaal (redlentil,onions,garlic and potatoes), Hummus from
Jordan (garbanzo beans, Arabic
spice, tahweh), Poland-Ukraine
pirogies(potatoes& cheese),GadoGadofromIndonesia(noodles,tofu,
peanuts,lettuce)andIranian yogurt
and cucumber salad,as wellas other
assorted foods from Lebanon and

v. 20 in the Campion ballroom, an
will be open to all SU

students.
"In the past,we' vejusthadpeople
come to get food andthen leave,"
Orantes said,"but our goal this year
is to keepeveryone in the room, sit
down and make it really friendly.
To us, food is love."
The ISC will also be orchestrating a trip to Whistler over ThanksKorea.
All thefoodfortheluncheon was giving, from Nov. 22 to Nov. 25.
preparedby theISC members.
The main event for ISC,however,
Earlier this year,theISC heldthe
Welcome Back BBQ, a function
intendedforreturning international

students. The ISC also intends to
holda Thanksgiving dinneronNo-

Transfer Representative

ERINROBINSON / PHOTOEDITOR

Students enjoyfoodfrom aroundthe worldat theICSluncheon yesterday.
event that

will be the campus-wide International Week, slated for January,
which will feature many cultures
with entertainment performances,
such as native dancers.

Scan O'Neill 235
Maia Harris 199
No vote 9

The ISC alsoholds coffee meetings every Tuesday and Thursday
at the Center building from 7 p.m.
to 10 p.m. A free cup of coffee is
guaranteed, and visitors are asked
to pay by donation.

Gayatri Eassey 191
Annalisa Perez 187
No vote 65

The ISC functions primarily to

assist international students around
SU and plan activities for cultural
awareness.Thegroupis fundedand
supported by SU, and is always

appreciativeofvolunteers for planning and preparingupcomingISC
events.

Those wishing to volunteer or
receive more information on ISC
events can contact the buildingoffices at (206) 296-6260.

NEED CLEAN CLOTHES??

COME TO "JUDY'S SPIC N' SPAN DRY
CLEANERS"

DENVER
on
A representative from our school will be present for the APSIA fair
November 2, from 3:00-6:00pm. The event will take place at UW in the
there and
Walker Ames Room, Kane Hall! We look forward to seeing you
any
questions!
answering

recruiter,please contact your
If you would like to meet personally with our
appointment.
career center for an
GSIS offers MA and PHD programs tailored to professional
careers in today's global village.
International Studies
GlobalFinance, Trade, and Economic Integration
International Administration
InternationalDevelopment
Technology and InternationalPublic Policy
InternationalAdministrationwith the Peace Corps
InternationalBusiness Transactions

S.U. STUDENTS & FACULTY ALWAYS
SAVE 10% ONDRY CLEANING!!!
SWEATERS JUST $5.00 THRUNOV
LOCATED AT 726BROADWAYACROSS FROM THE ENTRANCE TO
TE BROADWAY S.U. PARKING GARAGE

BRING YOUR DRY CLEANING, LAUNDRY.
REPAIRS, MILITARY UNIFORMS AND
LEATHER TOUS!!!

Joint MA/JD Degree
Joint MA/MSW Degree

IntercultiiralCommunications
InternationalManagement

Contact us at:
University of Denver
Graduate School of International Studies
1-877-GSISADM (U.S. toll -free)
gsisadmtS'du.edu
www.du.edu/asis

DENVER
The Spectator " October 26, 2000

OPEN MON.-FRI, 7:00-5:30
PHONE: 709-7695

WE ACCEPT VISA, MASTERCARD, CASH,

OR CHECK
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SECURITY REPORT
AMY BARANSKI

News Editor

Befriending Bacchus
Monday 10-16-00:

TheCampus Public Safety office
received a tip that underage residents of Campion Towerwereconsuming alcohol.

CPS contacted the suspects who
admitted toconsuming the alcohol.
The guests of the residents were
asked to leave; and warned not to
come back. The residents will be
referred to the of student conduct
review.

Heart Attack
Tuesday 10-17-00:

A Seattle University staff mem-

bercalled CPSand reported that he
might be having a heartattack.
SeattleFire Departmentparamed-

ics were alerted and found the
A campus community member
victim's symptoms tobe similar to reported to CPS that her vehicle,
a heartattack.
parked on the first level of the
Afterfurtherevaluation,thepara- Murphy Apartment garage, was
medics found the staff member to dentedon Oct. 16.
be alright, and advised thathe conThe damage was approximately
tact his physician for a further
four inches by eight inches on the
checkup.
rear quarterpanel of the car.
Just two days later, she parked
car on the second level of the
her
Theft
garage, and when she returned to
her vehicle, the opposite quarter
Wednesday 10-18-00:
A campus community member panel from the previous incident
hung her purse up in the Connolly was dented, approximately five
Center, weight room while she was inches by eight inches.
Anyone having information reworkingout.
garding
theseincidents should conWhen she left the Connolly Centact CPS at (206) 296-5900.
ter.she realized she left her purse
there.

Bike Theft

When shereturned,herpurse was
gone. The purse and its contents

were estimated at approximately Friday 10-20-00:
$75.
A campus community member
up his or her bike in the
locked
Double Trouble
basement of Bellarmine Hall a
couple of weeksago.
Thursday 10-19-00:

Thebike's front tire was locked out of town and one SU resident
up toabikerack.Thethiefremoved were caught drinking in a room in
the bike and left the front tire at- Campion Tower.
tached to therack.
Thebeerand hardliquor that was
The estimated loss is approxi- left was disposed of, and the nonmately $200.
residents were cleared out of the
room.

Wacky Tabacky
Friday

10-20-00:
A CPS officer smelled a suspicious odor while patrolling Campion Tower. The officer alerted a
resident life assistant.
The officer contacted the individuals in question. They admitted
to smoking marijuana.
The suspects turned over a glass
pipe and a small amount of pot.
The incident was forwarded to
the student conduct review.

Theincident is being forwarded
conduct review.

to the student

Under 21 aint no fun
Sunday

10-22-00:

Residents in Campion Tower
were contacted several times for
noiseandother problems.

Thelasttime they werecontacted,
alcohol was spied in the room, and
the underage residents admitted to
drinking.
They were cooperative withCPS
officers who responded. The incident will be forwarded to the stuParty of 11
dentconduct review.
Information in the Security ReSunday 10-22-00:
isprovidedbyCampus Public
port
Elevenunderageindividuals from
Safety.

Corrections:
In the article,"Kozmo.comtakessix months to deliver,"in last week';
edition,Holly Miller was said to be the VicePresident of Finance wher
in fact she was Vice Presidentof Student Affairs.
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sale sale sale

Sale Dates: 10/24-10/28
$269
LONDON
m '* *
$359
PARIS
$385
Not Ready for
Amsterdam
$399
ROME
oat 7
+.
tile T
JL.O-A1
$315
FRANKFURT
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT
$375
MADRID
years and

.-"

study abroad at the International Studies

296-2137and set up an appointment.
French-in-Franee
Latin Amer icanStudies
German Area Studies
Reciprocal Ex changes

Germany

Albers School of Business
Volunteer Programs

_

m% 3C<llllC

L

Israel
Italy

Consor tial Programs

Summer P rograms

.

China

Japan
Mexico

Nicaragua

Tibet

For more information contact International Studies, Casey 3rd floor,(206) 296-5380
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specialist. Fourteen
Students later,' Idon't
3000
*V\
i
think
anyone Knows more
about this test, or how to teach

,

"t *U"
IAr. TViof'o
T Still
ctill
than Ido.
Inats u/hw
Why 1
it,
teach my own classes. That S
whyyou should callme.
My nine week course features

36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $695.
1 can answer any LSAT
question let me prove it. Call
now for a free seminar:
524-4915
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Fares are RTlor midweek traveland subject to available
ty Tkts areNonßelundabie and exclusive ol taxes/surcharges w»»ch range from s3o-185 Tkts rrust be
booked and paid tor from Oct24ih 28th Departures
from Nov1 " March 31 2001. No departuresI'om
Dec 12th through Dec 24th Must hok> valid iSC.mc. or
lYTCcard Some age and otherrestnetons may apply

shop extendedhours-

Tues-Fri: 10-6, Sat:11-3
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Silenced Sister visits Seattle
AMY JENNIGES

Managing Editor

SisterJeannine Gramick, SSND,
who spent the last 30 years of her
ministry working with gay andlesbianCatholics until she wasreportedlyordered tostopby the Vatican,
was at Seattle's FirstUnitedMethodist Church last week to speak
about developing church doctrine.
Her speech, "Conscience and
Development of Doctrine: Whose
Responsibility?" was co-sponsored
by Call to Action Western Washington,Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays (PFLAG) and the
Multifaith Alliance of Reconciling
Communities (MARC).
Sister Gramick started off the
three hour program with a speech
about her work in the church and
her story of being silenced by the
Vatican.
Sister Gramick led small group
discussions onthe topic ofdoctrine

SU Briefly

our obligation to speak
our opinions."
Sister Gramick
spoke about resistance
to change,specifically
within theChurch.She
named some ofthebarriers tochange as wanting to keep the status
quo, and becoming
comfortable with the
way things currently

MissionDay
J.C SANTOS
Staff Reporter
While many students slept in and enjoyed their day off from school
Tuesday, over 500 faculty and staff members gathered in the Pigott
Building for University Mission Day.
The six hour session was designed forparticipants to identify specific
values they wouldlike to seemanifested in Seattle University's campus
community, and what actions must be taken in order for that to happen.
Catherine Walker, University Mission Day Committee Chairperson,
said, "Onemain goal of the day was to putpeople together and encourage
them to talk about the values and behaviors that characterize this institution... thenmove beyonddialogue and into action."
Thetheme ofthe event was,"Developinga Community thatModelsand
Educates for Justice." Throughout the day, the participants discussed and
reflected onpersonal ideasand experiencesthat wouldexemplify this type
of community.
DarleneDußose, DirectorofMinority Student Affairs, viewed the day
as a chance to share opinions and ideals, and to gain knowledge and
personal growth.
—
"It'sup tome whether I
choose togrowin thiscommunity andIchoose
to grow," Dußose said.
The day was a reminder for the faculty and staff that they are on a
mission.
"We have a big responsibility in shaping the lives of our students,"

stand.

"The only absolute
We can
change."
Sister
is God.

Gramick said.

The presentation fit
with the focus of Call

Action Western
PHOTO COURTESY NEW WAYSMINISTRY
Washington. They are Sister Jeannine Gramick
a group working to effect change within the Catholic about homosexualityor about their
Church. According to the group's punishment.
mission statement, their goal is to
The Vaticanended their ministry
maketheChurch a true community onthe grounds that theyhad strayed
development.
based onthe ethics andideals found from the Church's teachings on
During a question and answer in its origins.
homosexuality. SisterGramick and
toAction orga- Reverend Nugentdidnot explicitly Dußose said.
session. Sister Gramick addressed
The
nationalCall
'
topics ranging from women s rights nizationhas a large platform of is- statein their teachings theChurch's
in the Church to the acviews that a homosexual
The rush to submit crime statistics
ceptance of guys in the
h^^h
orientation is wrongand AMY BARANSKI
Church
that homosexual acts are Neivs Editor
"The Church

to

"The only absolute is"God.
We can change.

has

changed its views," Sister Gramick said on the

wrong.
Sister Gramick is
openly violating the silenceorder,and in astate-

topic of homosexuality.
Gramick, SSND ment issued this past
Sr.
She pointed out that
whenshestartedherminMay, she saidthatorderistry, the Church simply
ing her silenceis "a viorecognizedthe existenceofthe ori- sues ranging from reformingdoc- lation of the basic human right to
entation.Now, thechurchdoespas- trine in the spirit of the Vatican selfdefense."
toralworkand denounces violence Council IItoopenalllevelsof min"I believe the member [of the
Church]
must obey the will ofGod
and prejudice toward homosexual istry to women.
Sister
Reverend
as
in
her
according
to
SisterGramickand the
manifested
persons,
not
conNugent
Robert
both
worked
with
conscience..
.
even
if
it
is
Gramick.
Much of the afternoon's discus- lesbianand gayCatholics until 1999, gruent with official Church teachsion was focused onthe voice of the when the Vatican concluded a de- ing," Sister Gramick said in her
people as the foundation of the cade-long inquiry into their work statement.
with a decision to end the pair's
Church.
Violating the silence ordercould
"We each have our own author- national ministry.
ity," Sister Gramick said. "It's the
Justthis summer,SisterGramick lead to Sister Gramick's dismissal
job of the [Church] leaders to ar- and Reverend Nugent were also from the order she has lived and
ticulate the faith of the people. It's banned from speaking publicly worked in for 40 years.

Jeannine

/Thursday^'^

I

10/26

J

tuith
Substance

Women's
Uolleyball
Cheeron theRedhawks
at 7 p.m. as they play
against Seattle Pacific
University in theNorth
Court of the Connolly

[Center.

10/27
Shorn Off

Soup

All are invited to this
discussion group in the
Casey Atrium at noon
today. Soup and bread
willbe provided.
For more information
contact
Campus
Ministry at (206) 2966075.

Friday

Sunday
/Saturday^^
j)

\.

10/28

Halloiueen Dance

Talent show in the Dance with ghouls and
Bellarmine Hall lobby, goblins in the Pigott
Curtain is at 9 p.m.
Atrium from 9 p.m. to 1
a.m. Admission is free
CD Release
with a costume or $2
without a costume. AH
will go to the
proceeds
choirs
release
their
SU
CD at 8 p.m. in the Chicken Soup Brigade.
Chapel of St. Ignatius.
Women's Soccer
Reception following in
the Paccar Atrium.
At 2:15 p.m. on
Championship Field the
SOR Speaker
Redhawks will compete
Father Roy Bourgeois, against Montana State
founding member of the University.
School of Americas
"
"*
Parents'
Watch, to speak @ St.
meekend
Joseph's Church at 7:30
continued
p.m.
l

_

Parents meekend

10/29

■

Mass

(

k.

Seattle University is among dozensof four year colleges in the state of
Washington that had to submit campuscrime statistics to the Department
ofEducation by the state's deadline, Tuesday, Oct. 24.
Mike Sletton, Safety and Security Managerfor Campus Public Safety,
said that an article published in The Seattle Times Tuesday was false in
stating that SU fai\ed to meet the state' s deudUne.
"Unfortunately the reporter wasn't accurate. We were registered with

the Departmentof Education," Sletton said.
Schools thatdidnot meet the deadline willbe givena graceperiod of an
undetermined time. After that, they will be subject to heavy fines.
The Department ofEducationis compiling all the statistics to post them
ona website,in order toinformparents,studentsand employeesabout the
safety of university campuses across the state.
Schools are required to post crime statistics after a law thaiCongress
passed in 1990 that states that post-secondary institutions must make
campus crime incidents public knowledge.

Campus crime data can be found on the following website

www.ope.ed.gov/secnrity.

Monday

10/30

} Tuesday flDednesday^
j
10/31 \.
11/1

J^

Millennium
Forum

Early birds come and
celebrate mass at the "Issues for the new
Chapel ofSt. Ignatius at millennium: What are
11 a.m. For those who they?" a forum at
likealittlemoreshuteye, Wyckoff Auditorium at
catch the next service at 7 p.m. sponsored by St.
James Cathedral and the
9 p.m.
SU School of Theology
Parents'
and Ministry.
For more information
meekend Ends
contact STM @ (206)Calendar Ideas? 296-5330 or Helen
Osterle @ the Cathedral
@ (206)-382-4514.
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any
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know
Costumes
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Hallotueen Open
House
Tricks

Treats,

or

prizes!
From 11:30 a.m. to 1
p.m. at the McGoldrick
Building. Sponsored by
Campus Ministry.

Rll Saints Day
Poetry Reading

costumes and

Trick or Treat
Student support is
needed at the 14th annual
CentralDistricttrick-or-

treating and carnival in
Campion Tower from 6
p.m. to 8 p.m.
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Election 2000
The Race for the Presidency
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Against abortion except in the case of rape,
Supports abortionrights,the abortionpill RU-486,
incest or to savea woman'slife.Opposes abor- safety inabortion clinics;opposesattempts torestrict
l on P'" RU-486.
medical aid funding for abortions; supports abor""/ think a noble goalfor this country is that tions for military personnel in military facilities.
"I trust women to make the decisions that
every child, born and unborn, ought to
" affect
" be protectedin law andwelcomedinto life.
their lives, their destinies and their bodies.

'

Wants to increase the amount individualsare
allowedtocontributetofederalcampaigns.Also
wouldprohibit federal lobbyists fromcontributing tomembersofcongress while Congressisin
session.

Will ban soft money and propose legislationrequiring Washington lobbyists to publicly disclose
info on alloftheiractivities.Require FCC to provide
all candidates and equal amount of free broadcast
time.
"Together, we can end the money chase, and
"
createa system wherewepursueourhighestideals.
Will urgeCongress to pass Hate CrimesPreven-

Green Party leader

Would like

to

K4^S

see the need for abortions

reduced, but doesn't think government should

tell a woman what to do.
"Ijust don 't believegovernmentshould tell a
woman that she either has to
have a child or
"
doesn'thave to have a child.

Believes that all campaigns should be publicly financed. One proposal is to have an option
todonate toa fund on your 1040 tax form. One
personcangiveup to$200.Qualifiedcandidates
are allotted a certain percentage of the fund.
Also supportsgiving free radio and TV time to

candidates.
Affirmative action is needed to address inOpposes racial preferencesand quotas.Is for
equal rights for people, not special rights. Op- tions Act,introduce a bill outlawingracial profiling, equality andhistoricinjustice againstpeopleof
posesgay marriage. Against Hate Crimes Pre- mend affirmative action, and increase country's color and women. However,it should not be
basedon quotas.Affirmative actionshould use
understanding of gay and lesbian rights.
ventionAct.
"Strong civil rights enforcement will be a
"We in thisdecadehave achance greaterthanany a variety of criteria to increase diversity.

prior generation- tofulfill at last theabiding dream
"
andrepeatedpledgeofliberty andjusticefor all.
Opposed to school vouchers and commerEncourages hiring of more drug counselors, vioSupportscharter schools, state accountability
cialism
coordinators,
size,
reducing
in the classroom. Believes that the
class
and programs where top high school students lence prevention
creating
should encourage schools to emgovernment
are guaranteed admission to state collegesand investing in after-school programs, and
citizenship
in order to connect "classphasis
second-chance schools.
un'versities
the
learning
responsiroom
to
outside worldand how to
'There is no greatertest of ournational
uj wanl to haveaneci
uca tionsystem that sets
democracy."
fashion
a
provide."
deepening
we
quality
bility
high standards, local "control of schools and
than the
ofthe education
accountability.
strong
Promotesenvironmental protection, banning
Will curtail global warming,ensuring clean air.
Supports ethanol as an alternative fuel, and
and
treathe
public
lands
national
use of toxic chemicals and pollutants.
supports efforts to ensure clean air and water. Intent on preserving
Against
commercial logging on public lands.
rights
and enviWants toincrease statecontrol ofenvironmental sures.Insists" onenforcing worker's
Wants
government to promote the use of
in
the
agreements.
protections
trade
policies.
ronmental
more fuel-efficient engines.
"For me, a commitment to the
environment
has
"
always run deeper than politics.
cornerstone of my administration."

-

Plans tocombat ecologicaldisruption, global epiBelieves that we should focus onpreventive
Opposes full diplomatic relations with Cuba
crime;
and diplomacy.
demic,narcotics,
encourage
and
international
defense
NAFTA,
Supports
and Taiwan.
and wouldlike
Ireland,
Balkans;
N.
and
de"We
need
togo ontheaffirmative andexpand
East,
Middle
peace
in
it expanded to other western countries. Would
Korea,
N.
between
the
export
China
enter
crease
between
&S.
allowing
to
the WTO.
tensions
ofdemocratic process, of approprisupport
China and Taiwan,and betweenIndia andPakistan; ate technologylike solar energy, encouraging
encourageChina tobe a prosperousand opensociety the worldto move into a utilization of"natural
resources that redefines productivity.
in trade,environment, and human rights.
Allow concealed weapons, raise minimum
age for handgun ownership to 21, stricter enforcementof current gunregulations, supports a
lifetime ban onhandgun ownership for minors
convictedof serious gun offenses.

Supports the use of trigger locks,gun licensWill create state-basedphotolicensingsystem for
handgunpurchasers,bancheaphandguns,limithand- ingand tough police enforcement to keepguns
gun sales to one-a-month with a three-day waiting away from criminals. Also supports education
period.Will requirechild-safety locks forhandguns, forgun ownerson howtocare forand store their
raise minimum gun holderage to 21, and ban juve- guns.
nilesfrom PossessinS assault weapons.

Supports putting price restrictions on drugs
developed
with taxpayers' money, increasing
to 2030, expanding health insurance access to children, and supportsPatient's Bill of Rights.
thenumber of licenses given tosell a particular
(in order to increase competition and
drugs
"We need tofix our health caresystem, so that no
lowerprices)
help
allAmeriand a universal health care plan.
onefalls through the gaps. We must
need,
they
quality
they
health care
when
cansSet"the
need it.
Believes we should tax things "we don't
Supports plans to approve quality of low-income
Would cut taxes for all taxpayersin hopes of
like,"
help
cuts
to
create
such as pollution, sprawl and stock marTop
communities
stimulating the economy.
one percent of housing, use tax
for
ket
Also believes that the rich
lands,
pay
taxes,
speculation.
parks
families
help
and conserve
population wouldpay one-thirdoffederal
higher taxes.
tax
or
shouldpay
you pay taxes, you are going to get a
college
by
allowing
them
to
take
a
credit
"If
"I'd really put "meat in the process ofproPeople who pay taws will get to.* re- deduction from tuition, help smallbusinessesestabbenefit.
""
lish high-quality employeepension plans, and pro- gressive taxation.
Hef
vide tax relief for stay-at-homeparents.
Support aPatient'sBill ofRights, legislation
to provide prescription drug coverage under
Medicare, wouldlimitCongress' ability tospend
Medicare and Social Security surpluses.

Promotes,aMedicare tax system that willextendit
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State and Local Elections
U.S. Representative
District 7

United States Senate

Democraticincumbent for
UnitedStates representative,
District 7, JimMcDermott,
is running with the themes
of national health care,protecting seniors and preserving the environment.He is a
63-year-old resident of Seattle who received a B.S.
from Wheaton College and
anM.D.from the University
of Illinois.He has formerly
served as state representative and state senator. He
believes Congress should actto lower prescriptiondrug costs
and create a Medicare prescription drug benefit. McDermott
has introduced HB 1200, the American Health and Security
Act, tocreate anational health system and guaranteeuniversal coverage, verifiable cost control, unrestricted provider
choiceand comprehensivebenefitsincludinglong-termcare.
He favors limiting timber harvests to protect endangered
species; he has not taken a position on Snake River dam
removal,saying he wantsmore time to evaluate the environmentalandeconomiceffects ofdamremoval.He supports the
strengthening of gun laws, citing the high number of gunrelateddeaths as the reason. He is in favor of free trade with
China and Cuba, saying it can result in greater respect for
human rights and personal liberties overseas.He supports a
woman's right to choose as her constitutionallyprotected
right. As a current memberof the House Ways and Means
Committee, McDermott has stated he will work toward the
use ofhigher funding forschoolconstructionand renovation,
with greater support of international language programs,
while opposing private school vouchers. Website address:
mcdermottforcongress.com

Democraticcandidate in the 2000 senaterace MariaCantwellis runningher campaign
with the slogan "Your vote for a change." Sheis a 41-year-old resident of Edmonds and
a former Internet softwareexecutive. Shereceived a B. A. inpublic administration from
the University of Miami.She served as state representativefrom 1987-1993 and U.S.
representative from 1993-1995. Cantwell favors creating a Medicare prescription drug
benefit and usingprojectedbudgetsurpluses to shore up Social Security.She supports the

endangered salmon recoveryplanpublished by theNational Marine Fish Service, which
has suggested removalof SnakeRiver dams, as well as timberharvestlimits for species
under the Endangered Species Act. She is in favor of stronger gun control legislation,
including childsafety locks, an end togun sales by unlicensedgundealers,and closureof
the gun show loophole. She supportsinternational free trade with nations like China and
Cuba as long as human rights guarantees and environmental standards are in place. She
supports a woman's right to chooseand opposes school vouchers,saying money must be
put toward modernizing public schools, reducing class size and attractingqualified teachers.She has promised to make
campaign finance reform one of her top priorities and opposes theMicrosoft breakup and the useof legislative "riders,"
small unrelated provisions tacked onto larger bills. Website address: cantwell2ooo.com

Republican incumbent for the 2000 senate race, Slade Gorton, is running with the
slogan "Slade Gorton works for you." He is a 72-year-old resident of Bellevue who
received his B.A.in international relations from Dartmouth College and anL.L.B from
Columbia University. He has served as former state representative and state attorney
general. He supports a voluntary Medicare prescription drug benefit and a competitive
health care market, free from more government regulation. Gorton supports Social
Security investment accounts for younger Americans and is against using the Social
Security surplus for anything else. He supports local control over the status of theSnake
River damsand believes salmon canbe savedwithout removing the dams.He supports the
strengtheningof local law enforcement and greaterenforcement of existinglaws before
enacting gun control measures. He is for free trade withother nations while scrutinizing
the sale of militarily sensitive technology. Although personallyopposed to abortion.
Gorton states he supports the woman'a right tochoose,as longas nopublic funds are used
to pay for abortionsorrelated medications such as RU-486 and partial birth abortionsare
outlawed. In education, he favors increased federal funding to be administered by local officials, free from governmental
regulation,and supports vouchers. Gorton frequently refers to Wis phrtosophy thai \oca\ pcop\c Vnov. ww \*\~w Wl
themselves, without the help of Washington bureaucrats. Website address: s/ade2ooo.com

Washington

Green Party candidate for

UnitedStates representative,
District 7, Joe Szwaja,runs
underthe theme of renewing
our democracy, restructuring global economy and redirecting resourcestohuman
needs. He is a 43-year-old
high school teacher whoreceived a B.A. in history and
Spanish literature from
KenyonCollegeand anM A
in Latin American history
from the Universityof Wiscity
consin. He has served as
council member in Madison,
as
a
ofthe
WTOand
IMFopposition group,
Wis.and
member
LaborFarmParty.He favorsa universal,single-payer health
care system for all Americans, citing the need to stand up to
bigdrugcompanies forlower prices.He supportspartial dam
removal and job retraining for any adversely affected populations, as well as limitingtimber harvests to protect ecosystems and endangeredspecies, alongside a zero cut policy for
old-growth forests and public lands. Szwaja is in favor of
nationwide gun licensing,a uniform waiting period, strong
handgun limits and a California-style assault weapons ban.
He states he is fortrade with othernationsbut opposed to the
PermanentNormal Relations withChinabillbecause it eased
corporaterestraints on moving toChina and failed toprotect
workersin bothcountries. He supports an end to the Cuban
embargo and favors the right to choose. Szwaja is against
vouchers and for quality education for all children, with
democratically run schoolsand smaller classes.He hopes to
fund public transportation alternatives such as monorail and
bike lanes. Website address: joeforcongress.org

..

State Governor

DemocratGary Locke was born in the Seattle toChinese immigrant parents.Locke
graduated from Yale University and then attended law school at Boston University.
Three years out of law school,he washired as a deputy prosecutor for King County. In
1977, Locke's father was shot and almost killed during an attempted robbery of their
family owned grocery story. This trauma cemented Locke's tough stance on crime.
Locke has served 10 years in the state house, and was elected King County Executive in
1993. He became governorin 1996. Locke's top priority is education.He seeks to hire
additional teachersand expandaccess to after schooland weekend programs.Locke also
sees health care as a major issue, stating his desire to increase the number of children
coveredby existinghealthprograms and improveruralhealth care.On theenvironment,
Locke has committed to working for stronger federal regulations to preventoil spills in
the PugetSound.He also wants tocontinue hisefforts torestorewildSalmon populations.
Locke wouldlike to strengthenand modernize the statepatrol crimelabs as well.Locke
is married to former KING-TV reporter, Mona Lee Locke; together they have two
children. In Washington's September primary, Locke earned nearly 55 percent of the total

vote.

Website address

locke2ooo.com.
Born in 1953, Republican John Carlson grew up in West Seattle and graduated from
the University of Washington in 1981. Carlson is best known as a radio host on
conservative,Seattle-based KVI-AM.He has never held state or county-wide elected
office, but has chaired several initiatives. He headed Initiative 200, which ended
affirmative actionin the state of Washington and the 1993 Initiative titled "Three Strikes,
You're Out," which mandates life sentences for violent criminals upon their third
conviction. Carlsonis running forgovernor toget ridof government bureaucracyand to
bring adifferent style ofleadershipto Olympia. He supportsproperty taxrelief, increased
spending on building roads and voterapproval for all future tax increases. Carlson has
proposed increasing the state route 520 bridge from four lanes to eight,a controversial
proposal. He also advocates adding residential burglary and the manufacturing of
methamphetamines to the"Three Strikes, You're Out" law.Carlson enjoysridingHarley
Davidsons and lives with his wifeLisa and their two sons. InSeptember,Carlson easily
won the Republicanprimary and earned over34 percent of the total vote. Website address: johncarlson.com.

Kyle Davidson, Amy Jenniges, JessicaKnapp,Moses Man, Scan Reidand Katie Ching contributed to this report.Information wasused from the followingwebsites:
www.vote-smart.org

www.algore2ooo.com

www.seattle-pi.com
www.seattletimes.com
wwww.votenader.com

www.georgewbush.com
www.cantwell2ooo.com
www.slade2ooo.com
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www.locke2ooo.com
www.johncarlson.org
www.joeforcongress.org
www.mcdermottforcongress.com
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Editorial
IS must increase
communication with
university
Much of the campus was mired in anger and frustration last week due to the e-mail system failure. While
going withoute-mail for days at a time was frustrating
enough for students, faculty and staff, the situation was
exacerbated by poor communicationbetweenInformation Services and the rest of campus.
Faculty and staffreceived voice-mail from the Office
of thePresident stating thatthee-mail system was down
and would remaindown for an unspecified amount of
time;students receivedeven less information thanthat.
Why IS waited over two daysbefore bringing abackup
server on-lineis a mystery. A backup should have been
waiting and ready to go, just in case this critical server
failed.A bit of forward-thinking on thepart of IS would
have saved everyone a lot of grief.
The head of IS, Virginia Parks, was quoted in The
Spectator as saying that it was not important that the
reasons for the server failure be divulged to the campus
community.
Apparently Parks changed her mind later,releasing a
threepage memo outlining theproblem10 days after email was restored. Even though the memo was sent to
the entire "Seattle University Community," students
did not receive this information.
While most students don't require a full technical
description of the failure, they do deserve an explanation. The least IS could do is send students the same
memo mailed out to faculty and staff.
StudentDevelopment recentlyrecommendedthatstudents check their e-mail at least twice a week to keep in
touchwith the university community, animpossibility
if the system isn't functioning fully at all times.
IS standsfor Information Services,and the officeis here
to serve the campus. When the services it provides are
disrupted, even through no faultof their own, they owe
everyone, including students, an explanation. IS must
lose its attitude of being in a technological ivory tower,
keepers of secrets which mere students cannot under-

Letters to

the Editor
ASSUElections

Afterreadingthe editorialonpage
four of last week's edition entitled
"Time for ASSU elections to improve," Iwas extremely disappointed! In insulting the caliberof
every candidate, The Spectator degraded the entire student body. As
one of the candidates that ranin the
past ASSU election, Iwouldagree
that maybe the formalities of the
electionprocesscouldbe improved;
however, this is a separate issue
from the quality or capability of the
candidates.
Rather than attack the
stand.
personal integrity of the four stuTheSpectatorEditorial Board consits of Katie Ching, Amy dentsbraveenoughtorun, The SpecJenniges and Jim Rennie. Signed commentariesreflect the tatorshould haveaddressedthe actual policies they opposed, not the
opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of the
people!
Spectator ,Seattle University or its student body.
I
understandthe concern that The
Spectator voiced,but Ibelieve the
way that the editorial was written
wasboth distasteful anddisrespectful.
The Spectatorcan insult ASSU
S E A T T L E ♥— UNIVERSITY
all
that
it wants, but this will not
KEEPING WATCH SINCE1933
solve anything. If The Spectator
Shannon Van Liew, Editorial
KatieChing, Editor-in-Chief
truly wants to see change, then
Artist
Amy Jenniges,ManagingEditor
maybethey should help!Rather than
Brooke Kempner,Lead StoryEditor Justin Ribeiro,On-Line Editor
criticizing thecandidates,TheSpecBrandyGevers, Business Manager
Amy Baranski,Neivs Editor
tator could have helped.
BenStangland,Advertising
Jim Rennie,OpinionEditor
They could have published the
Manager
Jeff Dorion,Features Editor
full interviews that they conducted
Tiffanie Kuntz, Advertising
NicoleGyulay, A & E Editor
with the candidates rather then
Alexis Juday-Marshall, Sports
Assistant
merely summaries of them. Every
Tomas Guillen, Advisor
Editor
candidate had bothrespectable and
Jessica Knapp,Copy Editor
Staff writers:CarlBergquist,
honest opinions,opinions that they
Austin Burton, Jake Faris,
Devin Sullivan, Copy Editor
shared with The Spectator, but The
Cheryl Fairish, Mery Gomez,
LizRankos, PhotoEditor
Spectator chose not to print. The
ShantiHahler, Jamila Johnson,
Erin Robinson,PhotoEditor
Spectatorserves as themain source
Lee,Nic Romeroand
Artist
U-Wen
Nau,
Editorial
James
of campus news, and if they don't
Mike Balbin,EditorialArtist
Sonia Ruiz
print information about the candidates" campaigns, then who will?
The Spectator is theofficial student newspaper of Seattle
As the newly elected Transfer
University. It is published every Thursday,except during
Ivalue The SpectaRepresentative,
holidays and examination periods, for a totalof 28issues during
inform
tor
as
a
tool
to
the campus
the 2000-2001 academic year.
community about issues that arise.
object to
POSTMASTER:Send address changes to:The Spectator,Seattle An article can disagreeor
directly
University, 900 Broadway,Seattle, WA 98122. U.S.P.S. No.2783 current policies without

—

ideasand irrelevantfacts
How do questions about my favorite movie, animalor music contribute to what youclaimyou really
wanted to know? If you print the
results
of an irrelevant interview,
respect for fellow students is a priam
Ithe one who is unqualiority; the blatant disrespect of the how
fied?
editorial is a disgrace to the entire
Two-hundred and thiry-five
campus community. Criticismcan
people
believe that I am right for
be a powerful tool to draw attention
Iwill not let the freshoffice.
this
article,
very
but itdoes
little to
toan
men
or
the university down.
class
change.
facilitate
If The Spectator really wants Additionally, Ihope The Spectator
things to change, they might want should take greater care in presenttoconsider cooperationwithASSU ing information about future elections.
rather then criticism of it.

disrespecting people. In this case,

The Spectator chose to critically
judge and cruelly insult the candidates rather then the situation.
SeattleUniversityis aplace where

Gayatri Eassey
Transfer Representative,ASSU

Scan O'Neill
Freshmen Representative,
ASSU

—

Iam greatly disappointed with
last week's editorial, "Time for
ASSU Elections to Improve." I
question the reasoning in many of
your statements. First off, how can
youreally expectnew studentstobe
as youtermed it, "truly understanding the campus community?"
If you carefully examine my involvement, you will see that Ihave
done much to become active in the
SU community;1have joinedcrew,
Toastmasters, Campus Ministry,
Circle K and will participatein the
Freshmen Speakout next month.
Instead of appreciating the candidates' efforts, you made the broad
statement that all four candidates
were "ignorant" of Seattle
University's community. Ibelieve
your assumption was misguided.

Your questions during the interview led us to discuss ambiguous
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The Spectator welcomes letters to the editor. Letters should be
typed and submitted no
laterthanthe Monday before publication. All letters must include the
author's name and daytime phone number for
verification purposes.
Letters may be submitted in person at The
Spectator offices in the
lower SUB, mailed to:
The Spectator, 900
Broadway, Seattle, WA
98122 or via e-mail to:
spectator@seattleu.edu.
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The importance of God in our lives
Asmuch as Itry to use reasonto lenges,I'mworking toward my goal
prove to myself the truth of my of reaching eternal life with my
religion, it ends up coming right creator,
back tofaith.And theinfluence that
Jesus makes believing in God
of
much easier than it wouldbe withgives me such strongconviction
Jesus.
out him.
Spectator Columnist my faith is its very root:
in
without
But how validis Jesus?
Would Ibelieve God
Jesus?
Well here's what Iknow
have
an
to
He
existed.It's documented, not
Idon't
answer that
produce a planet with the correct question. Instead of trying to an- onlyin theBible butinothersources
living conditionsfor it.
swer that question, Iprefer to look as well.
A thing that came into existence, at what Jesus brings me.
Accordingtothis documentation,
andprobably— evolved fromachemiHe brings theidea of anuncondi- he was wisea teacher, and people
calreaction amiracle
flocked to him like
of sorts.
seagulls at Ivar's. He
A thing that is intelliwas crucified by his
own people forno apgent enough to know
how tosustain itsexistturn out parentcrime.Andas a
result,he would influence
to
Athingthatcameinto
ence millionsand milexistence, will leave
lions of people over
no
existence, and will
the next 2000 years.

jc
Santos

What Ifind most amazing about
my life is that it revolvesaround a
leap of faith.

Think about it.
I
live my life everyday,driven by
this belief, this hope. I've invested
my heart and soul into something
that is not a sure thing.Kind of like
investing mymoneyina stock,based
—
on an ancient tip but this is life
I'm talkingabout.

If my stock should fall, so what?
I'd stillhave my life, my family,
friends,butbeyond their presences,
I'dhave their love.
Iimagine my life without faith.
Without the possibility of eternity.
Without the unconditional love of
my creator. Without the saving
powerof Jesus.

Even if, in the end, I
be wrong in my faith, I
willhave regrets.

neverexisi again
With a notion like
that, why go to work in the morning?
The thought of having no God is
my deepestfear,causingme tohave

tionallyloving creator, who is the
fatherof Hiscreation. ThroughHis
resurrection, He brings the hopeof

an everlasting life. Jesus' ideas on
'
these"what-if conflicts in my head life, demonstrated in his miracles
Iwouldn't be alive I'd be a on my existence and God's exist- and parables, show me how life
thing.
ence. But my faith always seems to shouldbeIived,andconstantlychalA thing that came into existence reassureme of the promise of eter- lenge me become abetter person.
Bystriving toovercome thesechalfrom a universe that happened to nity.

—

the human race. After he died, he
was resurrected. And through this,
our sins are forgiven, and we receive new life.
Idon't know if what Ibelieve in
is true. And for me to live my life

aroundsomething thatIdonot know
to be true or false is an immense
risk
risk.
But with my faith, Iam able to
live.Ifind reason;Ifind meaningto
goon. Even if, in the end, Iturn out
tobe wrongin my faith, Iwill have
no regrets.
The reason is because by simply
living my faith, Iam not reduced to
the unimportance of a thing.Tome,
and the people around me, Iam
can affect
more than that.BecauseI
people, movepeople, touch people
and love people, I am astronomi-

cally beyond the definition of a

Now here's what I thing. And that goes the same for
the life around me.
believe:
Ibelieve in God, not only so I
He existed, being bom into the
mayhave thehopeoflifeafter death,
world by the Virgin Mary.
Heis the Sonof God,performed but also so Ican live the life of the
many miracles, and spoke the Word here and now.

ofGod.
He was crucified and killed. But
he had me in mind when he went
through the entire gruesomeordeal,
as well as every other member of

J.C. Santos is a sophomore
majoring in journalism and
humanities. His e-mailaddress
is: santosj@seattleu.edu.

Will RU-486 help to Halloween: be a
bring honesty to the politician to scare
year!
this
the
kids
on
abortion?
debate
SONIA
Ruiz

think we can all agree that it can

Joe
Tynan
Spectator Columnist

not. But then, neither can a three
month-old baby, nor a two-year

old toddler. Should we use thi
argumenttojustify killingtoddlers
and infants that we cannot afford
to keep alive? Imagine the conve
gettired withmy three
nience!IfI
month-old,1could justget ridofit
Youknow,it's a goodthing that tissue." TheDNA insidethosecells
not
to
withthehassle
the RU-486 pill has been legal- is human, and those cells are alive and have deal
How
Aside
from the
convenient!
ized. Why? Because neither side in the biological sense of the word.
a child
killing
fact
thatI
wouldbe
can avoidthe truequestion thatthe At the very least we should grant
see any holes in this argu
1
don't
abortion debate has fought over this fact.
ment, so let's go for it!
any longer: when does a human
So why do we continue to disTobehonest,Ireally don't care
comeintobeing?
whether o
First trimester?
not abortion
Fertilization?
I'm
Actual Physical
: lookin,
Birth? Which
abortion
one? This questo
supporters
cannot
tion seems to
be honest
have amultitude
Just admit
of answers.
a
Don't
you're
killing
child.
Ultimately, there can be only pute the nature ofan unborn child? that
me
how
it's
any
crap
give
about
one logical choice, and I'll try to Is it because it doesn't "look" huor
to
an
abortion
your
choice
have
explain why. A humanisa human man, or is it because it cannot surit's already legal,
guff;
that
any
of
from the get-go, right from the viveonitsownoutsideof the womb?
to justify
momentoffertilization. Why?Not Oddly enough, similar arguments and you shouldn't need
its
if
are
comfortable
legality
you
because Godhas "put asoul"in it, were first made in the 19th century
reality.Justadmit thatyou
or because intelligence has some- to supporttheinstitution of slavery. withthe
a baby.All you need to
are
killing
how become a part of this small It was found to be absurd, and the
up to me and say "I
fertilized egg. Simply put, it is definition of what is human has do is walk
killing
children." You can
support
human because it cannot be any- transcended mere physical appearflip me the bird if you want.
thing else.
ance since that time. Ithink very even big
deal to me.Idon't have
Isn't it just a ball of tissue?! few people today would agree with It's no
my
position.
Technically you are correct, but the notion that skin color deter- to defend
then technically, all humans are mines humanity.
Joe Tynanis a senior majoring
balls oftissue. Obviously we don't
But then some others may ask: inelectrical engineering. His ejustify first degreemurder withthe can this small ballof tissue support mail
address
is:
defense "but he was just a ball of itself alive without assistance? I caustic@seattleu.edu.

Simply put, [a fetus] is human
be anything else.
because it

§egal;

j

Spectator Columnist
and ban dancing by anyone under
the age of 21 That should scare
your friends.
Just think of all the shrieks of
horrorthat willfollow as youmarch
down Broadway whiledressed as
Governor George W. Bush. Just
stuff your pockets with big business money while kicking small
minority children in the shins and
then refuse to give them health
care or a decent education.
Maybe you're thinking to yourself that today's presidential candidates just aren't as scary as they
used to be.
Remember the good of days of
Republican manipulation of our
economic system sending the
United States intoa downward spiral of debt and financial instability?Those were some pretty freaky
times headed up by Republican
actorandPresident RonaldReagan
Just imagine the looks you'll receive as youshowupon someone's
idea.
doorstep as dusty old Ronald
Schell
for
Mayor
to
Paul
Look
another localcostume. March into Reagan. Now that's scary!
Happy Halloween!
the party and declare the kitchen a
no-protestzone whenthe beer runs
Sonia Ruizisa senior majoring
out.
OrdresslikeCity CouncilPresi- in finance. Her e-mail address
dent fuddy duddyMargaretPageler is: srplus2@seattleu.edu.

This is my Halloween column.
Last week Jeff Dorion, The
Spectator's Features Editor, gave
you many options for dressing up
this Halloween,from aCapital Hill
gutter punk to a U-District frat
boy. It was really funny, but not
veryscary.
This Halloween,celebrate in the
spirit ofthescary-evilnessand dress
up as a politician!
Yes, this year you can scare the
neighbor children while showing
your civicpride. Dress up like any
local or national candidate,andbe
both an endorsement and a face of
evil at the same time.
Local scary-man Slade Gorton
is a perfect candidate for a Halloween costume. This bag of wrinkles
and white hair would frighten any
citizen into voting for Maria
Cantwell.Thesimilarities to 1980s
cartoon icon Skeletor is no fluke,
just a perfectly spooky costume
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Slaves theRaRavE

A look inside Seattle 's rave
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NAF Studios: glowingin the dark
The gray Seattle sky pulls a cover of stillness over the industrial area below West
Seattle.Whenit is lightout,peopleoften find
no reason to travel into the area. Amid the
concrete buildings,parking lots and arow of
camouflaging trees lies NAF Studios.From
the street thereis no sign of life.
But on Saturdaynights, whenthe lights go
out, this industrial areais rampaged by thousands of people looking to dance the night
away.
NAF Studios is a venue for raves, dance
parties that have spawned an underground
culture that has gained popularity with
Seattle's underage community.NAF, which

holds around 4,500 people, is an exciting
alternative
to a late night rendezvous at
'
Denny s. Inmany ways, NAFandother rave
venues have become preferable to clubs that
serve alcohol.
Rave venues offer an ever-changingarray
of music, light, scenery and amenities. Each
rave is structured differently,and such variety is drawing crowds that are skipping the
bars toattend afull-out experience.Ravesare
bringing morepeople intothe electroniccommunity, and are opening up a new style of
entertainment.

NAFis constructed withthree, sometimes
four main floors. Each of these floors has a
DJ. Eachhour,a newDJmovesinto the floor.

The lights and effects are designed for each a long line
DJ who is spinning. This personalizes each Ravers withfloor, and creates the impression that there out presale
are severalclubs inone building.When some- tickets cantry
onedoes not likethe music, he orshecan just dancing in
line to make
changerooms.
hourgofaster. However,the lineisnot the
offersmany
Onsome
the
NAFoften
amenities.
nights, NAFfeatures valet parking, shuttles, only problem with trying to get into raves.
a coat check and concession stands. The NAF often has peopleparking on grass and
concession stands have bottled water,glow the sidewalk amile from the rave. Now and
sticks, blinking objects and other rave stand- then shuttles are provided.However,most of
the time,ravershave to take along strolltoget
bys.
Theravesoftenhavetables withfreecandy to the line.
Dancesafe is anorganization that works to
and flyers forupcoming events.Onerave,not
atNAF,even gave out fruit smoothies on the inform raversabout drugs, andalso gives out
dance floor.When wasthelast timeDVB did condoms, earplugs and various other items.
NAF has decided to ban Dancesafe. This
any of these things?
Itis easy to see whypeople are flocking to decision is troubling to many ravers.
"Theowner ofNAFhasbanned us fromhis
NAFeachweekend.NAFoffers aplacewhere
venue,
saying that we promote drug use,"
peoplecan dance,hang out andexperiencea
world that disappears when the sunrises.
said a Dancesafe volunteer, who identifies
big
herself as Kirn, "yet blatant drug dealers
However, there are downfalls to the
rave venues.For one, ticket prices are more stand within five feetof the entrance."
expensive than many concerts, selling for. To some, the drug used at raves can be
$25 to $30.
alarming. Drug use is not something everyprices
too steep, oneatravespartakesin.GroupslikeDancesafe
For those who find these
consider tryingpresale tickets. Presale tick- offer people facts on drugs, and can helpif a
ets are always available at a cheaperprice, drug relatedemergency arises. Every other
rave venue in Seattle allows Dancesafe to
and holdother benefits as well.
handy,
because have a table.
Presale tickets come in
can
to
the
front of
Kirn also claims that a member of the
skip
those whohave them

"
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Dancesafe team wasinstructed by NAFstaff
not to call an ambulance if they were to
encounter a potential overdose. It seems to
Kirnthat NAFismore concerned with financialrevenue thanproviding the community
with access to music and a safe place to
experienceit.
Organizers at NAF declined to be interviewed for this story.
Forravers whostaydrug-free,NAFcanbe
as safe asother raves.The musicand the vibes
of people dancing destroy many personal
fears. People who have never danced find
themselves suddenly moving to the music.
The light shows are some of thebest around.
NAF, and raves in general, are not merely
places to experiment with drugs. They are,
rather, aplace to experience music and find
one's self.
When the sun rises on Sunday morning,
cars slowly dissipate to allow the vision of
lifeless industry to continue as it hadbefore.
The music has stopped, and the trees once
again cover up NAF and any trace of those
whoflocked there the night before.
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With Freaknight 2000 just around the
corner and NAF Studios as popular as
ever, rave season has arrived!
Johnson
Reporter
Staff
Photographyby Liz
Story by jamila

y

ttle s rave scene

l

rankos
Photo Editor
LAYOUT BY JEFF DORION
Features Editor
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"Electronic culture is

Scheduled performers include:
Jav TriPwire
The Pharcyde
Afrika Bambaataa Jeremy Phat Fingers

Josh Quest

Q-Bert
DJ Swamp

Bassbin Twins
Vinroc & Shortkut Christian Smith
andmore...
Kuttin Kandi
Presale tickets are $30, with a $5 discount for
Oldominion
the first 1,000 sold. Tickets are $40 on the day
Tko
of the show, and $45 at the door. VIP tickets
joshWink
Evil EddieRichards are available for $80.
Call 1-888-221-7491 or (206) 5 16-8660 for
Miss Honey Dijon
additional information.
Michael Anthony

OnOct. 28 Freaknight 2000 will be held at the Southwest
Washington State Fairgrounds in Chehalis. With an estimated 30,000
people attending, Freaknight 2000is expected to be one of the largest
raves of the year.
Last year, Freaknight experienced significant venue problems.
Unable to secure a location, it was cancelled. This year, since the
location is secured, grab your costume andhead down to Chehalis.

rs at NAF declined to be inter-

this story.
s whostay drug-free,NAF can be
lerraves.Themusic andthe vibes
lancing destroy many personal
le who have never danced find
suddenly moving to the music,
ows are some of thebest around,
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BEST PLACES FOR RAVE INFO
Groovin' Kim's Website
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Ghetto proves that art is weapon against oppression
NICOLE GYULAY
Arts& Entertainment Editor

eventheir dignity but not their spirit.
The play is framed as a recollectionofSrulik (Michael Denini),the
Vilna Theatre Company's artistic

The Vilna Ghetto, Lithuania,
1941:In a world where flowers are director. Of all the characters in
forbidden,food is scarce and hopes Ghetto, Srulik is the only known
for the future are bleak, a group of survivor.
spirited young people sing and
Hisrecollection begins withwhen
dance.
he met Chaya (Julie Olsen), anacThese are the members of the tress and talented singer who later
VilnaTheatreCompany,whobring becomeshisloverand the starofthe
hope to their devastated commu- theatre company ,andcontinuesuntil
the company's tragic end.
nity through art.'
These characters fear daily for
JoshuaSobol spiay,Ghetto, now
playing at the Seattle Public The- their lives,but take every opportuateruntil Nov. 1 2,isbased on actual nitythey canto retain some shredof
history.
their dignity.
Ghetto,
The Vilna
its theatre and
Denini and Olsen faced a diffimany of the characters in the play cult task inportraying suchcharacreallyexisted.Sobol takes this vague ters, and subsequently their perforbit of history and brings it to life mances were inconsistent. They
with a renewed clarity, skillfully sometimes came off inaunthentic,
portraying astrongexampleofJew- butthey each hadshining moments
ish life in a ghetto.
of unity with theircharacters.
The company itself was formed
ring
characters
Each of Sobol's
authentic, and they prove to us that byGens (DavidS. Klein), the chief
theNazis could take theirlivesand of the JewishCouncil ofthe Ghetto.

Gens is one of the most interesting
characters in the play. Heloves his
community and trieshisbest tosave
itmembers from going to thedeath
camp, but to do this he must make
tough compromises that often incite the other members of the community to hate him.
Weiskopf (Gene Freedman) is
Gens' opposite. Gens seems to sell

municating its
message.
As one charac-

ter states in the
play: "The fascists can kill us at
will...but they
can't obliterate
—
our humanity
not as longas we
looking
cling toaspiritual
out to Nazis, butis in fact
life,
community.
not as longas
Weiskopf
out for his
in
we
reach for the
actually does sell out to Nazis
good and the
order to make money.
Both Klein and Freedman give beautiful. They
incredible performances. Each forbid flowers in
manages to construct believable the ghetto, we
characters,and add to the plotof the give one another
playby showing enough subtleties leaves. And sudof theircharactersinorder toget the denly, leaves are
the most beautiaudience to relate to them.
Bob De Dea, as the eccentric yet ful flowers in the
menacing Nazi,alsopulls offa con- world. Theatre is
vincing and interesting perfor- essential."
For more info,
mance.
This production ofGhettohas its call (206) 328- Srulik
and Chayafindsalvation in humor.
weakpoints,butit succeeds incorn- -4848.

SU PROFESSOR TAKES SHOW TO NEW YORK
BROOKE KEMPNER
Lead Story Editor

izes in new and contemporary jazz
and the woman told Gottberg the
show wouldbe perfectfor the club.

Thrilled at the opportunity,
and an invitation. Itlead Professor Gottbergand thecrew raised money
of Fine Arts Xi Gottberg and the by holding a bingo party in
cast and crew of her play,Big Boss Gottberg's back yard. By the sumor The InnerLife of Everything, to mer, they had enough money and
perform inNew York Cityand toan were climbing on a plane to New
York to perform for one night at
altered version of the play.
It started withan enthralled viewer

Last April a woman was so enthralledwithoneofGottberg'splays
that she invited the entire production to perform at Tonic, a popular
New York club. The club special-

stripped down stage. No set, no
lights, only the actors and a few
props.
'The actors were scared of performinglikethat becauseit seemed
moreraw in a way," Gottberg said.
The performers came out of the
audience to go on stage, lessening
theseparationbetween audienceand
actor, which they enjoyed, according to Gottberg.

Gottbergexpressedfrustration at
the way some of her plays were

performed when others directed
versions of them. This trip to New
York gave her the opportunity to
make sure each aspect, such as costumes,lighting and direction, were
carried out in the manner she envi-

sionedthem.
Big Boss centers around the inTonic.
teractions between a mother, her
exciting
was
two daughters andthe man thathas
particularly
"What
had
their lives. Each of the
production
me
was
that
this
entered
for
everythingtodo withme,"Gottberg characters longs for the world tobe
something else. The dreams that
said.

This inspired Gottberg to work
on revising the play so that it could
rerun on a smaller stage.

"Iliked the raucous feeling of a
club. It was much more up close

and personal, though Imissed the
visual beauty of the set," Gottberg
said.
A stripped down versionof aplay
allows for a greater versatility in
performing, which Gottberg finds

emerge from the characters'
longingscomprise one of the main
exciting.
ideas of the production.
She is looking for a new venue
The play,asperformed atSeattle's
now,
one with a smaller and more
New City Theater, involvedmusic
andabstractdreamlike sets designed intimateformat,forthescaleddown
by Carol Wolfe Clay, chair of the versionof Big Boss toopen in next
spring. Gottberghopes to have evFine Arts departments.
less
erything ready by March.
Since the stage at Tonic was
on
'The actors really like performthan half the size of the stage
Seattle,
Big Boss andsaid they'dliketo
ing
in
performed
which they
theyhad to leaveClay's set behind. take it to Europe," Gottberg said.
They performed on a completely "Yeah,sure," she added,laughing.
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you take care of the patients,
we'll help take care of the
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[tuition].

Qualify for an Army ROTC nursing scholarship, and you'll
not only get hands-on clinical training, you'll develop leader-

ship skills that can open doors for you throughout your career.
Stop by the Army ROTC department. We'll take care of you.
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ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.

Live and Learn

Japanese!
The Waseda Oregon Transnational Program, Winter & Spring
Tokyo, Japan, is a comparative US-Japanese Societies
study program that mixes US-based and international students
with Japanese undergraduates at the prestigious Waseda
University. Three levels of Japanese language instruction are
offered in addition to US-Japanese Societies courses in the
humanities and social sciences. Scholarships of up to $1000 are
available! Deadline for applications is October 27, 2000. For
2001, in

more information, contact:

Two and Three Year Scholarships available!
Call 296-2439 for information.
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Waseda Oregon Office
Portland State University
www.wasetlaoregon.org
(800) 823-7938
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BOOK OF THE WEEK: BURNING CHROMEIS RE-RELEASED
ence fiction,
Book Reviewer
these two
—
stories the
"Ifpoetsare theunacknowledged best two —in
legislators ofthe world,science fic- the book
- take placein
tion writers are its court jesters."
Bruce Sterling, Prologue to Burn- a setting
very similar
ing Chrome
WilliamGibson is probably one to contemof the most influential writersin the por a r y
current period of science fiction. America.
That is not just my expert opinion, Gibson
it is shared bymoreknowledgeable stays away
critics than I. Gibson combines from his fumodernpopculture,advancedtech- turistic toys
nology and a gritty voice into an and instead
irresistible synthesis of edgy,inno- plays with
the reader's
vative fiction.
short
perception
This collectionofGibson's
stories waspublishedin themid80s of reality.
but re-releasedrecently.Thestories
number 10 total,including the short "The Gernsback Continuum"
Themain character of this story,
story JohnnyMnemonic, on which
photographer, is given
a
picture
with
Keanu
freelance
the motion
an offer to take pictures for a book
Reeves was laterbased.
Since Gibson writesin the nebu- titled The Airstream Futuropolis:
lous genre of science fiction, it is TheTomorrowThatNeverWas. To
not surprising that his stories are the photographer's surprise,the fuscience fiction based. However,his turistic Art Deco design of the 20s
heroes do not orbit stars like and 30s has become very popular.
Asimov's or Heinlein's. Gibson Filling his camera with images of
prefers the frontier of the mind. the Chrysler Building, diners and
Some stories, suchasTheGernsback jukeboxes, he drives through
Continuumand The BelongingKind America looking for objects that
are set disturbingly close to this epitomize the Art Deco aerodyworld, and in the modern time.
namic ideals.
On his way to a shoot, he goes
Although Gibsonhas a tendency
with
sciover
the edge. He begins to see
get
very
high-tech
to
his

Angeles and it splits
into 12 lanes of

J.L. FARIS

chrome,

teardrop

and mixeddrinks.
Coretti begins the story as a
clumsy, awkward professor, when
hemeetsone ofthe "belongingkind"
in a bar. His curiosity is aroused
when he notices her perfect mimicry of accents and idioms. So he
follows her.
He follows her from bar to bar,
and watches as she changesclothes,
hair, skin, features, etc. to suit her
environment.
He wants so desperately to belongthat he starts to notice changes
in himself, and he becomes more
and more like the belonging kind.
Again Gibsonis playing withthe
readers perception of reality. The
imagesof menand women existing
likeparasites inbars, alwaysknowinghow to say the right thing, the
right way,well,itgivesanewmeaning to the term "bar flies."

shaped vehicles with
fins, he finally takes
the advice of his
friend.
It works. He sees
one more phantom,
and he describes it as
having a fuzzy, tentative quality to it. A
newsstand vendor remarks at the dismal
state of affairs in the
world, and finishes
with the cop-out, "It
could be worse." The
photographer answers, "Or even
images of the Art Deco future that worse,itcould be perfect."
Gibson takesthe reader down the
never was. He sees a flying wing
powered by 12 engines gracefully thinlineof insantity Thehallucina'
cruising through the sky. Fantasy tions aretwists thatthereaderdoen t
Not all ofGibson's short stories
becomes reality, andallobjects be- quite excpect. There is no notion
Twilight Zone episodes. Most
that
character
is
seeare
what the main
comeinfused withan ArtDeco qualnot
which
makes
the
of
his
Fiction is gritty, post-apocaing
reality,
is
ity.
with rich technological
lyptic
literary
undo
a
double-take.
reader
The hallucinations get worse
When Isay gritty, Imean
cities.He
themes.
til he is imagining whole
gritty
you have to washthe sand
Belonging
so
Kind"
hears conversations between the "The
This is a very eerie story written outof yourmouthin-between chappeople wholive inhis imagined Art
Deco Utopia. A journalist friend of by Gibson andJohnShirley about a ters.
Gibson's themes sometimes get
his, who spends a lot of time with singleman named Coretti whodisheavy, they are almost metaanother
human
so
species.
him
on
the
tells
covers
fringe,
those
lunatic
physical
beings,
and
act
instead of technological.
his
These
which
look
the
toexorcise
"semiotic
way
that
ghosts" is to bombard himself with even more perfect than humans, BurningChromeis a greatcompenreally bad mass media.When he is inhabit bars and clubs, drifting diumof sci-fi stories and a mandadriving down the highway in Los through the nightandlivingoffbeer tory primer for allGibson fans.

.

Getting to know Death Cab for Cutie
Gibbard: Vegetarian phad thai

Michelle Seaman
Staff Reporter

with no egg. "5" spicy.

Seaman:Color?
Gibbard: Brown.
Seaman: Doyouhaveany pets?
Gibbard:No.
Seaman:Do youdrink espresso?
Gibbard: When 1can afford it,
and when it is available.
Seaman: How would you describe the band's sound?
Gibbard: We are a mid-tempo,
pop-rock band.
Seaman: Who is your favorite
musical artist?
Gibbard: At this moment, An-

Although some northwest bands
are aimlessly flailing about in the
musicalstratosphere,DeathCab For
Cutie is not.
Formed in 1997, Death Cab's
melodic tones and visceral lyrics
soundvery Elliot Smith-esque.They
havetheability tomeldsentimental
vocals with a mellow instrumental
background while avoiding per-

.

petual sappiness.
AlthoughDeath Cab isn'twidely
knownthere is great faith they will
resurrect the dormant "Seattle
scene," while otherdesultorybands
continue to gaze, nonplussed into
outer space.
Inan effort toget to knowthis upand-comingband better, here is an
exclusive on-line interview with

gus Young.
Seaman: What is your favorite

poem?
'
Gibbard:Lawrence Ferlighetti s
"In Golden Gate Park That Day..."
(poem #8) taken from A Coney Island ofthe Mind.
Seaman: Book?
Death Cab For Cutie's front man
Gibbard: The Brothers K by
BenjaminGibbard:
David JamesDuncan.
Seaman:Movie?
Interview
Gibbard: Slacker
Seaman: Which bands, if any
long
Seaman: How
has Death
have influencedyour music?
Cab For Cutie been around?
Gibbard: We like many bands
Gibbard: We've been playing
ERIN ROBINSON / PHOTO EDITOR
(too many to name), all of which
together since Decemberof 1997. Death Cab CutieleadsingerBenjaminGibbardperformed with one other bandmemberat SeattleUniversity
have influenced us in some way.
Seaman: What sort of allegori- lastyear. for
Seaman: Are you attending
cal meaning is behind the band's
currently?
school
name?
No. Igraduated from
for
new
Gibbard:
your
Thrilling
30shows
tations
album?
playing
Conversation You've
Gibbard: The name was a song entireUSA. We're
WWUin
Well,
Gibbard:
the
isn't
1998.
doubles,
Waiting
are
album
days.
days
Two
Been
For."
by a 60s band called The Bonzo in 30
Seaman: How did you hook up really newanymore(it was released
DogBand. It was featured inMagi- soit's really 28 days of shows in 30
YoucancatchDeathCabforCutie
in March), but I would just hope
with Harvey Danger?
cal Mystery Tour (The Beatles days.
enjoyment
they return from their tour in
some
when
reap
people
new
We've
friends
that
on
the
Gibbard:
been
song
Seaman: Which
movie).
playing
started
from
it..
November.
Danger
album
did
with
since
we
you
Harvey
do
them
Seaman: Where willyoube tourThey will have two shows at the
as DCFC.
Seaman: What is your favorite
back up vocals for?
ing?
Crocodile onNov. 11.
Seaman: What are your expec- food?
Gibbard: Isang on "This is the
Gibbard: We will be touringthe
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Redhawk's conference grip slipping away
Men's team clambers
U-WEN LEE
Staff Reporter

after dropping seven of last thirteen games

bound from a crushing 6-2 defeat
againstSimon Fraser Universityjust
two days earlier.

The number "13" proved very
unlucky for Pete Fewing and the
shell-shockedRedhawk men's soccer team this past weekend.
Fewing, whois inhis 13th season
as the men's coach, will likely end

but his shot wasclearedawayby an
intercepting Panther.
freshman
could
not
put
But the
enough power on his kick, and it
It was down to Jon Yamauchi to
run the gauntlet next.
His long-range effort was
screaming for the net, butThamm
produced a Superman-like leap to
DannyFerris.

palmit away.

Bassett's surging runleft the Seattle defense lying in his wake.
ThisallowedGermandangerman
Christian Seebergerto take aimand
tuck the ball past an outstretched
Jeremiah Doyle.
The final whistle was blownjust
seconds after, and thePanthers celebrated their smash-and-grab win,
as the Redhawks sunk to another
defeat in their penultimate home
game of the regular season.
For the record, the Redhawks
played at the Interbay Stadium on
Thursday, and although they were
thumped4-1bySeattle PacificUniversity, the Redhawks still have a

The rebound,unfortunately,was
the season empty-handed.
way off target,much to thechagrin
of the fans.
The menhavelost seven of their
last 13 games, and in those seven
The second half was a non-afdefeats, their porous defense has
fair, with hardly any chances created as both goalkeepers werereconceded 13 goals.
duced to being spectatorsfor most
Ithadn't been a memorable week
for the Redhawks, when they took
LIZ RANKOS / PHOTO EDITOR of the game.
aggressiveplay.
SU's
contest
SBU
wasone
against
of
Birmingham
visiting
on the
Itcamedown toovertime,a tricky
SouthThere wasplenty of shoving and went straight to German goalkeeper period forthe Redhawks,whohave joint lead for the PacWest Conferern University at Championship
hustling as the two teams tried to Holger Thamm.
lostall three of their previous over- ence title, with SPUand Humboldt
Field last Sunday.
At the 30 minute mark, the fans in time encounters.
The Alabamans played a sound find'the goalearly.
State University.
It
was
rose
to
got
SU
who
the
first
crack
the
stands
their
feet
as
But that lead may soonevaporate
pattern
That
continuedinthe95th
game,
and tactical
which earned
midfielderJames Vert attempted to minute whenthePanthers grabbed if they cannot pull their play tothem a priceless 1-0 overtime vic- on goal, however.
Thepaceyforward JosephSupang score the opening goal.
the winninggoal and the victory. gether by season end.
tory over the home team.
Vert managed to evade Thamm,
The Panthers werelookingto re- slipped adeliciousball toteammate
A substitutionduring the second
With the two losses, the
overtime period by veteran Pan- Redhawks dropped to a 4-1,8-8-1
thers coach Preston Goldfarb,cur- record, and remain in a perilous
rently in his 18th year, inspiredthe positiongoing into the final stretch
series ofplays thatmadethediffer- of the season.
ence.
SUwill nextlockhorns withMonHe brought in junior striker Joe tana State University-Billings this
Bassettduring the second half, and Saturday at Championship Field.
Kick-off is at 2:15 p.m.
Bassett made a crucial assist.

While TIAA-CREF
invests for the long term,
it's nice to see performance
like this.
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TIAA-CREF has delivered impressiveresults like these
by combining two disciplinedinvestmentstrategies.

i

PProach also allows
I usThistoaadapt
our investments

1

CREF GROWTH INDUSTRY
ACCOUNT
AVERAGE

to different market
conc|ittons, which is

0.32%1 2.09%2

especiallyimportant during
volatile economic times.
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Ensuringthe future
for those who shape if"
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CREF GROWTH ACCOUNT

ForwardJoseph Supang (17) heads a ball towardhis teammates during
SU's game againstBirmingham South University.
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In our CREF Growth Account, one of many CREFvariable annuities, we combineactive management with
enhanced indexing. With,two strategies, we have
—
two ways toseek out performance opportunities
helpingto make your investments work twice as hard.
FXPFNSE RATIO

—
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1 year

years
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HAVE YOUEVER WORKED AT
A PLACE THAT ROCKS?

inception

i

Experience Musk Project (EMP) isthe totally unique home for music past,

Combine this teamapproach withour low expenses
and you'll seehow TIAA-CREF stands apart from
the competition.Calland find out how TIAA-CREF
can work for you todayand tomorrow.

I present and future.Our visitorsare taken onasensory experience that they won't
1& find anywhereelseAndif you're looking for eitherfull or part-time employment,
jt

you won'tfind 3 moreinteresting place to work.

We have many opportunities for enthusiastic people to assist our visitors and help

Visitor Services Representatives

MEG Assistants

I
I

Volunteer Assistant (Part-time)
Exhibit Maintenance Assistants
Security Officers
Janitorial Porters

1.800.842.2776
—
;

www.tiaa-crer.org
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Online
Visit www.emplive.com/join/jobs/jobs.aspfor more information on these

For more complete information onour securities products,please call 1.800.842.2733, ext. 5509, torequest prospectuses. Read them carefully
before you invest. 1. TIAA-CREF expensesreflect the waiver of aportion of the Funds' investment management fees, guaranteed until July
1, 2003 2. Source: Morningstar, Inc 6/30/00, tracking 939 averagelarge-cap growth annuity funds. 3. Due to current market volatility, our
securities products' performancetodaymay be less than shown above Theinvestment results shown for CREFGrowth variable annuity reflect
fluctuate,
past performanceand are not indicative of future rates of return These returns and thevalue
" of the principal youhave invested will
Services, Inc.
so the shares youown may be moreor less than their original price upon redemption TIAA-CREF Individual andInstitutional

opportunities.Emailyour resume to jobs@emplive.com and please
indicate positiontftle of interest and Dept. HR/SU in the subject

"

Mail
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Services, Inc distributes the Personal Annuities
distributes the CREF and TIAA Real Estate variable annuities. Teachers Personal
" Investors
and TIAA-CREF Life Insurance Co., New York,NY, issue
variable annuity component, mutual funds and tuition savings agreements. TIAA
"
"
insured, may lose
insurance and annuities TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB provides trust services. Investment productsare not FDIC
valueand are not bank guaranteed. © 2000 TIAA-CREF 08/03
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Women win first game at home Swim season opens
communication tobreak down,and
committing several mistakes.
CWU surged ahead, scoring 27
points,andonlyallowUniversity
women's
consecutive
The Seattle
volleyball team pushed aside fa- ingSUto seize a totalof twopoints
tigueandthepressure of impending in the final two games.
The Wildcats went home witha
midterms to play threematches last
weekend on three consecutive 3-0 victory (11-15, 0-15, 2-15),
whilethe Redhawks made the comnights.
The Redhawks,now standing 4- mute back to Seattle with their 14th
-20 overall,have come a longway as straight conferencedefeat.
a team over the progression ofthis
'This game, I'd just as soon as
forget about," saidRedhawk' shead
season.
coach, Steve Nimocks. "I don't
don't want to
want to learnfromit,I
A "Saintly" Defeat
wrong;
see what went
Ijust want
OnFriday evening,theRedhwaks
(0- 13,3-18) werepairedagainst St.
Martin'sCollege(s-7,6-10)inwhat
shouldhave resultedin a victory for
CHERYL FARRISH
Staff Reporter

Thunderbirds, although

the score

was evened twice.
With the help of Wolfert, who
noted another game high 20 kills,
the Redhawks captured a hardearned 15-11 victory.
Gamethree proved to be a pivotal
one for SU.

Anticipating an easy win, the
Redhawks were burdened by miscommunication. As aresult of several ball-handling errors, SU faltered to an8-15 deficit.
In the critical game four, the
Redhawks emerged with renewed

enthusiasm.

SU.
Going into the game, the ladies
felt confidentabout the possibility
of winning.
"We felt that this wasa team we

could playcompetitively againstand
win," seniorsetterLindsaySomner

said.
However, putting such determination into action proved to bedifficult.
TheRedhawks losttheirslimlead
earlyin the firstgame,and finished
well behind the SMCSaints 15-8.
In game two, the team fought
LIZ RANKOS / PHOTOEDITOI
back from asmall deficit tobeat the
ready
The
SU
women
themselves
action.
for
Saints 10-15. Helping in this vicsophomore
Nicki Wolfert the team to move on."
tory was
Bothteams struggledtogainconwhorecorded a match-high 19kills.
trol of the ball, and the score was
FreshmanLora Burris took the
evened fourtimes during the game.
A Historic Victory
Redhawks to a 10-6 lead during
Finally, SUregained a15-14lead,
game three with her outstanding
It took almost two seasons, and and sophomore Clare Fonlana de-

new

The Seattle University men's
and women's swim teams opened
their respective seasons with a
bang, qualifying swimmers in 48
different events last weekend at
the Clan Cup inBurnaby,B.C.
"It wasreallya spectacularstart,"
said head coach Craig Mallery.
"We qualified 17 swimmers in 22
events on the first day falone]."
Junior Elliott Kolbe qualified
for nationals in all six events in
whichhe competed, including the
200 backstroke, 100 breaststroke
and 100 freestyle.
A total of 15 swimmers qualified for the national competition,
which will be hosted by Simon
FraserUniversity March 1 through
3.
"It's great that so many people
qualified so early," sophomore
RyannCooper said.
The Redhawks, whohave added
sevennewswimmers to the men's
team and six to the women's, believe that the new team chemistry
willmake for avery exciting2000-2001 swimming season.

was fiercely challenging.
SUfaced many of the best Canadian swimmers, including severalCanadian Olympic swimmers.
"It was a tough meet," senior
KeithMazzucco said. "We'vealways been a team who's had to
take it to the next level."
"It was an opportunity for the

tournament.

AlthoughtheRedhawks managed
rally
to
toan 11-6 leadin game one,
the women were defeated by several untimely errors, and they finished behind the Wildcats 11-15.
Inthelast two games,SU seemed
to lose their momentum, allowing

Despite a strong offensive chal-

THE JET* PROGRAM

lenge from the Thunderbirds, the

'(JapanExchange & Teaching)

Redhawks managed to maintain
theirlead throughout the game.
The Redhawksfinished game one
in front of Cascade 15-10.
In game two, SU never relinquished their lead over the

A.A. Lemieux Library
ft 4

Research Paper Clinics

%ffik

TheLemieux LibraryReference Department will offer
Research Paper Clinics
October 23 November17, 2000.
Librarians willgive individualized assistance in:
■ Defining your research topic
■ Developingsearch strategies
■
Utilizingonline printingresources.

-

nd
Sign up at the ReferenceDesk, 2 Floor, Lemieux
Library, with a topic in mind.

We can help.

have aprofound effect."
Thecompetition at the ClanCup

swimmers to compete against a
very elitelevelof athlete,"Mallery

reflected.
The swimmers hope that such
an impressive start will foreshadow a successful season to
follow,especially afterlastyear's
successful performances.
"Ithink there werea lotof teams
we surprised last year," Mazzuco
said.
The Redhawks pride themselves on steppingup to any challenge that they face, and given
their past performances, they
know they are qualified.
"In terms of thelevel ofathlete
they are going to get easier,"
Mallerysaid. "Not thatthatmeans
we can be complacent, but the
"We have such strong new intimidation factor is being lessswimmersthat weareable to come ened."
The men's and women's swim
together and qualify early,and encourage people who have not yet teamswill use the energyand conqualified, land those whohave]to fidence they have gained from
their openingperformances at the
qualify more," Cooper said.
'The teams are becoming more Clan Cup topropel them toward a
balanced,"Mallerysaid,"[Andthe strongandconsistent season.

nmsefflmi

serving.

several disappointing losses, but liveredthe final blow, ending game
However,despite a strongoffen- when the Redhawks pulled in their four 16-14 in favor of SU.
*
siveeffort from SU, thegame ended first ever home victory on Sunday
Although it was a long weekend
victory
witha slimtwo-point
forSt. night, the team and their fans for the Redhawks, the women
Martins 17-15.
couldn't have been prouder.
showed no sign of faltering. And
Although the women rallied toSU faced the non-conference their win gave them an added congether for most of the match, by Cascade College Thunderbirds(1- fidence for the future.
game four, the Redhawks werefrus- -12,6-13).
"Ithink that our experience this
trated by ball handling errors and
Due to the previous two nights' weekend was tiring, but we came
mentalmistakes,and gavetheSaints games,many fans were expecting into this game more mentally prean easy 15-3 victory.
an exhausted Redhawks team to pared," Fontana said.
Overall, it wasa hard-fought and
emerge from warm-ups.
Wildcats Upset SU
victory forSU.
well-appreciated
However, when SU made their
awesome,"
"It
court,
they
were
was
Burris said.
appearanceon the
OnSaturdaynight,the Redhawks spirited and looked strong. The "We came out tonight expecting to
madetheone-and-a-half hourcom- team's confidence was evidenced win and we got our money!"
mute to Central Washington Uni- in ihe game as well.
versityinEllensburgto play game
EXPERIENCE JAPAN
SU surged to a fast first game
22 of the Pacific West Conference victory.
FOR A YEAR!

team membersare] going to

ALEXIS JUDAY-MARSHALL
Sports Editor

HkaS Mgtt

SUBSCRIBERS STILL GET THE BE S T SEATS!

Positions: Assistant Language Teacher (ALT)
Coordinator for International Relations (CIR)
Qualifications: American citizen, best
suited for those under 35 yearsof age (in
principle), obtain a BA/BS degreeby

W

6/30/01.

EBB

Position begins:Late July 2001. Oneyear commitment required

AM

Benefits: -3,600,000 yen/yr, airfare to
Japan from designatedairports, return
airfare to home country uponcompletion
of contract, housing assistance.
Application deadline: Dec. 6. 2000
FOR APPLICATIONSCALL:
1-800-INFO-JET (463-6538)
FOR INFORMATION CONTACT:
The Consulate-General Of Japan
JET Program Coordinator

601 Union Street, Suite 500
Seattle, WA 98101
Tel: 206-682-9107x136
e-mail: jet@cgjapansea.org
www.cgjapansea.org/jet_home.html

INFORMATION SESSION

Wed., November 1, 2000

McGoldrick 200
11 am -Noon
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Women plow through CWU Intramural Standings
lead
Team aims
for conference

CARL BERGQUIST
Staff Reporter
NorthwestNazarene
There was not a single shot taken
byNorthwestNazarene,as the fifthranked SeattleUniversity women's
soccer team(8-2, 15-3) demolished
the Crusaders onMondayat Cham-

enough for the Redhawks,as NNU
wasnever given a breath of air.
"It was a good win for us, as a
team, to prepare us for regionals,"
Sauvageau said.

Central Washington University

TheSeattle University's women
soccer team remains less than one
pionship Field.
game behind Western Washington
"We dominatedthe whole game,
University for the PacWest lead
but we just didn'tfinishoff [all]our after their first overtime win of the
opportunities,"
HeatherHartstein said
The game was over
from the second the

scoring the game's first goaloff an

assist by Courtney Lyle withfour
minutes left in the half.
However,theWildcats responded
50seconds later with a headerfrom
Jynell King.
"We were struggling to finish,"
Riccelli said.
The1-1tie was finally broken by
Sauvageauwhenshe scoredherthird
game-winninggoal of the season in the second period of
SU team in celebration.
The game featured a
midfield battle where "wereally had to be defensively
smart," Martiniello said. The
two teams combinedfor only

13 shots on goal.
cause not one shot
The winis exactly whatthe
cameher way.
women's team needed, after
SU held a 9-0 edge
three previously disappointin shots on goal and
ing overtime losses.
had 14 corner kick atTheir goal is to get seeded
tempts to NNU's zero.
firstplacein the regional tourThe game allowed TeamCaptain Heather Harstein (19) chases toward nament.
the SUbench to get ina the ball.
"I think physically we are
season
lot of playing time.
prepared, but mentally we need to
The SU womendefeated Central
TiaCrotty scored hersecondgoal
come together and gel as a team,"
of the season in the 29th minute Washington University 2-1, in the Riccelli said.
h
amidst a scramble from a kick by 106' minute of play, onagoalfrom
The SU womenhave a goodshot
Nichole Sauvageauwith
sophomore
Hartstein.
to place themselves well for the
Thekick was followed up in the an assist byToni Riccelli.
playoffs.
69th minute when Nicole
The lady Redhawk's only losses
They must win their next two
this
yearhavebeen athomein over- games,includingthe gamethis Satgoal,
Sauvageau added another
moving her into fourth place on time.
urday against Montana State Uni"Before we just didn't come out versity.
Seattle's all-time scoring list.
The goalsproved tobe more than prepared, yesterday we did," said

■
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Men's Open

their chance to win in overtime by

overtime, and was immediatelypiledonby therest of the

lady
Redhawks
touched theball.
The Redhawks
goalie,Beth Anderson,
filling in for an injured
CarrieGeraghty,didn't
have to do much be-

FOOTBALL

Dee Dee Martiniello.
Martiniello gave the Redhawks

"°"*

Co-Rec

1. Well HungOver

4

I.BAMF

2. Money in the Bank
3.DaHui
4. Staff Infection

3
3"2
5

°"

2.GHEE
3. Dawgs
4. 69ers
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5. Pinkerton
6.Tower of Power
7. Vacas Diables
8.Team-C
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Men's Rec
4"1
4"2
4"2
4"2

1. Civil War
2. Clear& Present Danger
2. Carbolic Smoke Bombs
2. 808 boardriders

3"3

5. Corn Dogs
5. Death Machines
5 The Wet Dream Team
8. Knife Hits
9.Law School

.

3"3
2"4
M
°- 5

10. IRA

VOLLEYBALL
Coßec Open

Men's Open
4-0

1. Chieftains
2. MCCOED
3.DaHui

°"

l-l
4

5-0

I.MCCoed
2. Wolverines

2"2

°"I*3

3. 69ers

3

4. ProBono
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I.YAYUS!
l.BigGimpin'
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3

2A
2
3

4.Vengence
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5. Up-Setters
5. UFC Brownhawks
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Fall Admissions Forum
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY

Meetadmissions Officers
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Drive for Metro
Part-Time

Earn $ 1 4.07 to $20.1 0 an hour Flexible schedule Benefits include
medical, dental, vision, paid vacation & sick leave
Paid training
Candidate must be at least 21 years of age Requires Washington
State driver's license and an acceptable driving record.

/g\
\s^METRO
King County

www.metrokc.gov/ohrm
King County Metro Transit is

an

sanoiego

from professional schools i^umbm university
of international affairs |UNIVERSITYOFDENVER
i
at leading universities

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
THE GEORGEWASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

Seattle, WA

HARVARD UNIVERSITY
THEJOHNS HOPKINSUNIVERSITY
~

November 2, 2000
3:00-4:00 pm, panelInKane 210
4:00—6:00 pm, admissionsfair
Walker AmesRoom
Kane Hall
University of Washington

uNivERsnYof Maryland

—

universityof Michigan

UNIVERSnYOFMINNBiOTA
universityof Pittsburgh

PRINCETONUNIVERSITY
FONDATIONNATIONALS DES SCIENCES

N.admission f or RSVP required

(206) 684- I024

universityof California,

For more InformationInSeattle206-543-6001
Jackson School of InternationalStudies

Elsewhere877-409-5510
(toll free) or www^psla-org

equal opportunity employer.
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Getting used to postFitness in
Seattle. season disappointment
A Weekly Column

by Shanti Hahler

FORD CLARY / STAFFREPORTER

With technologyruling somany you stole from your little sis.
Simply put, thenumberof pieces
aspects ofour daily lives,it is not
ate next to each candy type,
sitting
you
uncommon to find oneself
infront of the computer screen for enter your current weight, and
more than a couple ofhours aday. within a minute you'll know just
As a student myself, Iusually how many jumping jacks you'll
log in atleast two hours everyday, have to do to bum off those 15
miniature tootsie rolls.
sometimes more.
particularly
a
Also at this site: find out what's
being
This week
busyone withmidterms justaround really in that McDonalds cheesethe corner, Ihave found myself burger and exactly how many fat
stationed at my desk, with my grams that fish sandwich is going
to cost you.
mouse in hand.
While surfing the Internet for
Http://www.onhealth.com
extrainfoofthe philosophy behind
Anton Chekhov's short stories, I
This site offers a Home Mediabsentmindedly (OK, Iwas tired
of good ol' Chekhov) began to cine Cabinet where you can find
look at some of themany diet and out what things youneed in stock
fitness sites available on the Net. for the most common household
had cal- injuries, as well as how to use
Within five minutes, I
current
BMI
(Body medications properly.
culated my
Index),
healthier
Great for those with kids and
Mass
found a
recipe for my favorite chocolate haphazard roommates! Also find
chip muffins and discovered ex-

outhow your dietcompares to the

actlyhow manymiles Iwouldhave recommendations ofthe foodpyra—
to bike in order to burn off those mid youmaybe surprised!(And
delicious candy corns (it's really yes,you should beeating carbohydrates...)
not that bad).
mindweek,
So this
instead of
http://www.nutrio.com
lesslystaring intospace when you
away
hammering
take abreakfrom
Nutrio's Weight Loss Wizard
at that PowerPoint presentation or
Chekhov,
free nutrition, fitness and
on
offers
English
paper
that
Lit
mind/body
assessments as well as
out
one
of
these
fitnesssites.
check
Though most of them offer in- individual help withdiet and fitteractivedaily fitnessandfoodjour- ness plans according to your curnals as well as articles, many also rent status and your weight loss
offer helpfulTips of the Day, and goals.
The emphasis on Mind-Body
seasonal advice on battling the
bulge from Halloween Tootsie motivatorsis refreshing,as wellas
Rolls orGrandma's ChristmasPie. thenumerous samplemenus based
on whole grains and fresh fruits
Here are a few to try:

http://www.fitness.com

and veggies.
Sample menus and yummysounding recipes are also avail-

OnMonday,the 'Tip ofthe Day' able.
included the benefits ofcider vinhttp://students.seattleu.edu/
egarand how to incorporateitinto
hahlers/stavhealthy/html
your diet (hmmm...).
The site also allows you to subLast quarter, my friend and I
scribe to their weekly newsletter,
which is sent via e-mail.Oneof the created a website geared toward
coolest things this site offers is its SU students and staying fit withfitness postcards, which one can out havingto leavecampus.
It is chock full offun pictures of
personalize and send tofriends and
family for a little encouragement students doing various exercises
and using thecampus as their gym,
and motivation.
as well as a little advice on tech-

http://www.cvberdiet.com

nique.
Alsoavailable on this site are a
helpful hints oneatinghealthy
daily
manfew
weight
Aninteractive
agement diary makes this site one atColumbia Streetand theHawk' s
to bookmark and add to your fa- Nest (try to skip the fried chicken
strips), which weall know canbe
voriteslist.
Cyberdiet also offers a Candy a challenge sometimes (hello
Counter, which will calculate the burgers andcheese fries).
amount of exercise you'll need to
So go on-line andhave fun!
do to workoff theHalloween candy

one to admit it).Still, theM's hung
around long enough to give New
York a series that could at least
serve as a bumpon the road to their
26th World Championship.
Thingscould havebeendifferent.
Perhaps ifJamie Moverhadn't fracAUSTIN BURTON
tured a kneecap just prior to the
series,
or if Arthur Rhodes hadn't
Sports Columnist
his
lost
cool under pressure, the
It always seems to end the same Mariners wouldbe playing theMets
way.Whenever a local sports team right now. Or maybe if we still had
makes any kindofnoisein the post- thatguywhoplayedcenterfield last
season,they have themisfortuneof year.
Contrary to popular belief (in
running into whoeverhappens to be
at least), it should be noted
that
Seattle
year.
the dominant team of
that
the
Mariners could have used
fell
to
the
1996,
the Sonics
In
Griffey,Jr.
ScotKen
Jordan,
by
Bulls led Michael
The futureHall-of-Famer is good
tie Pippen andDennis Rodman— in
at least 40 homeruns a year,and
Bulls
for
The'96
were
theNBA Finals.
arguably the best team in league has enough Gold Gloves todistribhistory, unlike today's junior var- ute among his former teammates,
sity version. Thisdefeat came three with a second one for Al Martin.
yearsafterlosing toCharles Barkley Even if Junior had put up a Barry
and the Phoenix Suns in the '93 Bonds-like post-seasonhitting performance, having Griffey's bat in
conference finals.
In 1991, the Universityof Wash- the lineup and his glove in the field
ington football team was denied an would have been helpful.
Sonow what? Aftermaking such
outright national championship in
improbable playoff run, can the
an
spite of their 11-0 record. Standing
M'
s do it again? Can they take it this
in the Huskies' way were the infafar
with a revamped lineup, just as
Hurricanes,
mous Miami
the nastidid in 2000? With seven free
they
of
nonest and most talented bunch
drinkingage football playersin the agent players and a handful of attractive free agents on the market,
country.
just
who will be taking the field at
highlost
to
The Seahawks
the
octane Cincinnati Bengals in the Safeco next spring?
'
Top priority for Seattle's front
88 AFC titlegame.Eventhe WashingtonState Cougars made it to the office will be resigning Alex

—

'98 Rose BowJ, only to taste defeat

viaHeisman TrophywinnerCharles
Woodson and his Michigan Wolverines, who wenton to win a share
of the national championship.
That's how it goes for Seattle
sports fans.So close, yet always so
far away.
The city hasn't seen a championship since 1979, when the Sonics
knockedoff a forgettable Washington Bullets team to take the NBA
title.
Fans hope for an upset victory,
but noone is really surprised when
we watch the other guys celebrate.
Chicago may be the Second City,
butSeattle could soon beknown as
the Second-Place City.
The Seattle Mariners are a shining example.After losing to Cleveland in the '95 American League
Championship Series,theM's took
their 2000 season deep into October, only to run into the brick wall
that is the New York Yankees.
Howgood aretheYankees? They
have won three ofthelastfour World
Series, are likely going to win the
Subway Series versus the Mets,and
will probably take it all again in
2001.
The Yanks seem to have AllStars at every position, including

richer. Rodriguez is the Mariners'
best player and biggest draw, the
type of player who the team has a
bad habit of losing every year.
Randy Johnson left in '98. Griffey
skipped town the following season.
Will A-Rod be the next to go?
If notRodriguez,EdgarMartinez
maybe the nextstar that saysgoodbye to the city that never sleeps
(How can we, with a Starbucks on
every corner?).
The Mariners have the option to
pick up Martinez's contract for the
upcoming year, alongwith thoseof
Rickey Henderson, Stan Javierand
Jose Mesa,all significant contributors to the 2000 squad.
Unrestricted free agents include
Joe Oliver,Tom Lampkin andlocal
legendJayBuhner. Andif that's not
enough, manager Lou Pinella is
undecided about his future in Seattle. He may be tempted to take
overmanagerial duties forhis hometown Tampa Bay Devil Rays.
On the other hand, the Mariners
could let some of their free agents
go inorder to clear up space to sign
big-name free agents like Manny
Ramirez, Juan Gonzalez, Mike
Hampton and Mike Mussina.
No matter how the off-season
turns out, this 2000 season should
standon itsownandbe appreciated
by M's fans.While it didn'tpossess
the magic of '95 or the explosiveness of '97, the 2000Mariners will
be remembered as one of Seattle's

Rodriguez. Wh/Je A-Rod has indi- all-timegreat teams, despite coincated that he would like to stay in ing up short once again.
Will next year bedifferent? Most
Seattle,he has also said that he will
test the free agent market this win- likely it will.We mayhave seen the
last of A-Rod, Edgar, Buhner and
ter.
by
Rodriguez will be courted the Pinella. We may not evenmake the
likes of Atlanta, Los Angeles and playoffs. But thankfully, we won't
the Mets, who are all willing and have to hear another rendition of
able to make him $200 million "Who Let the Dogs Out?"

Derek Jeter, Roger Clemens and
Bernie Williams. They are the only
team where two former Cy Young
winners (David Cone and Dwight
Gooden) and a former MVP (Jose
Canseco)ride the pine on a nightly
basis.
Not many Seattle fans honestly
thought theMariners wouldbe able
to take down the Goliath from the
Bronx (thoughyoucouldn' t getany-
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Change YOUR World!
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Final Notice!
Student clubs and organizations need to reregister by Nov. 1. Forms are available outside the ASSU
office, or you can get them on-line at www.seattleu.edu/student/activities/. Questions??? Contact
Phillip Tran at x6037. If your club name is listed below your club still needs to reregister.
Student Development Association

Alpha Sigma Nu
American Society of Civil Engineers
American Society of Mechanical Engineers
Association of E-Commerce and

TheologyClub

Undergraduate Research Association
Calcutta Club
L'Arche
Student OrganizingCommunity

■

InformationSystems
Beta Alpha Psi/Accounting Society
Chemistry Club

Communication Club
Diagnostic Ultrasound Club Society
Economics Club
Ethics Society

Executive Masters/Not-For-Profit Leadership
Financial Management Association
Forensics Club
MathClub
MPA StudentAssociation
Operations Management/APICS Club
Phi Alpha Theta
Physics Club
Pre-Health Club
Pre-Law Society (Phi Alpha Delta)
PsiChi

International Full Gospel Club
Muslim Student Association

Social Work Club

AlphaKappa Psi
Association of TrialLawyers of America
Bella Voce:The Opera Club

Cadet Council
Crew Club
Cycling Club
Dance Squad

PeerEducators

Coalition for Global Concerns
College Republicans
Film Collective
Film Society

Alianza

HiyuCoulees-Hiking Club

AloOSamoa
Asian Pacific Islander Student Organization
FreshmanCouncil
Associated Students ofAfrican Descent
Jammin' Jesuits
Chinese HongKong Student Association
Official WWF Club
Club Europa
Hui O'Nani Hawaii
Senior Class Committee
Society ofEnvironmentalEngineersand Scientists
Indonesian StudentAssociation
Society of "Women Engineers
JapanClub
Students for Life
Marianas Tao'Tao'Tano' Club
Toastmasters
Engineers
National Society of Black
Triangle Club
Organized Cambodian Association
Women in Lively Dialogue
Taiwanese Student Association
People
Woodworkers' Guild
Turtle Island
Young Democrats
Club
Filipino
United
Youth Outreach
Student
Association
Vietnamese

Ice Hockey Club
Marksmanship Club
Ranger Challenge Team
Volleyball Club
Water PoloClub

SHOW OFF.
Need a good laugh, study break or just feel like beingentertained? Ifso come to the Student Talent night
Friday, Oct. 27 Open to current students and faculty.ContactSEAC office @ x6407 or e-mail
dixonj@seattleu.edu for more details.

|pJE*p=
f jM\

Freshman and Transfer Representatives:
Scan O'Neill and Gayatri Eassey!

Circle K\e> volunteering at the KISS Haunted House Thursday, Oct. 26. Check your hall
for the day your hall is scheduled to do the event. However you can always sign up with
another hall All proceeds go to Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center. For more Info
contact beraauc@seattleu.edu.
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Saturday morning,is this year's first Crew Regatta! TheFremont Bridge is an excellentobservation point!
i^r^T^"\A/^rn^pTTTrnrnp"fn""i The Seattle University Marksmanship Club
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■ ASSU Council meets On Tuesdays in
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and experienced shooters are welcome. The club provides
a firearms' ammunition, instruction and hearing and eye protection.
IMembers may use their own equipment.
Transportation to the range leaves from the front of Xavier Hall at
Pigott
2:l p'm*' except on Monda y' Nov 13 V we will leave at 3 p.m.
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Tuesday,

■7.'in
7:30 p.m.
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|Both new
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following meet in the ASSU Office,
'The
Second floor Of the SUB:
Monday, 8.30 a.m.
ClubS Committee. M^r^rLv/
Committee: Wednesday, 6p.m.
' Elections
Presidential: Thursday 6 p.m.
1 /-i

'"

"
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Remaining Shooting Days in Fall Quarter
Friday, Oct. 20- Pistol and Rifle Shooting at Renton Gun Range
Friday, Nov. 3- Pistol and Rifle Shooting at Renton Gun Range
|
Monday; Nov> 13 Trap Shooting at Kenmore Shotgun Range
Friday, Nov. 17- Pistol and Rifle Shooting at Renton Gun Range

-

For more information contact either Jacob Faris, President, at
(206)220-8638
;
e-mail farisj@seattleu.edu, or Dr. Tadie, Faculty
I ode
at (206)296-5422 or visit Casey 509.
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100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300. Volunteers

4
Services
500. For Rent
600. Misc

200. Help Wanted
Web Authoring Assistant.
#ST-11456 Looking for a workstudy student to assist with creating, converting and editing web
pages for Developmentand Com-

ciples, demonstrated writing, editorial,customer service, desktop soft-

available days, nights, weekdays
and weekends. If you are responsible,hardworking, haveexcellent
customer service skills and are interested in making $8- 12 an hour,
weinvite youto fill out an application at 3901StonewayN,Suite 100
in the Wallingford district of Seattle. We areopenMondaythrough
Fridaybetween 8 a.m. and 6 p.m.
For more information, call Jerry at
(206)633-4944. Come join Silver
Cloud Valet during this exciting
time of growth and opportunity!
EEO/AA/M/F/D/V.

wareskillsrequired.Experiencewith
PageMakerpreferred. More info @
www.fhcrc.org.Includejob#with
munity Relations departments. resume and e-mail/fax/mail to
Prepare and develop web pages FHCRC/HR, 1300 Valley Street,
Seattle, WA 98109, E-mail
and graphics. AssistWeb Editoror
jobresponses@fhcrc.org,
Fax (206)
electronic Development Librarian
1,TTY:
An
(206)
667-6861.
667-405
inprojects, analysisand implemenOpportunity
Employer
ComEqual
tationrelated to the web site.Maintain current knowledgeof weband mitted to Work Force Diversity.
graphics technology.Mustbe conversantin relevant software appliBecome a Silver Cloud Valet.
cations. Experience with HTML,
Silver Cloud Valet, the
PhotoShop, webeditorial toolsand Northwest' sleadingvalet service,is
other web graphics,design or pro- now hiring for both full and partSeeking a flexible schedule?
duction tools required. Also, timepositions in theSeattle/Bellevue Work Study and Non Work Study
knowledge of web design prin- area. We have a number of shifts Home Care Aide Positions. Help

elderly and disabled persons with
cooking, household cleaning and
care. Paid training providedj and
work near campus! Access to car,
dr lie and ins are a plus but not
necessary. PT and FT opportunities. $7.77/hr w/90 day raise plus
benefits. Call (206) 694-6813 for
moreinfo and application packetor
apply at www.fremontpublic.org.

PT, experienced Nanny needed
to provide

care for two infants in
the SewardParkarea. 20-25hours/
week.Musthave reliable transportation and references. Please contact Anne at (206) 721-0090.

The Spectator is where it's al
To advertise, call
Ben Stangland at
(206) 296-6474 or fax
him at (206) 296-6477.
The cost for classifieds is
$5.00 for the first 20 words
and 15 cents a
word there after.
All classifieds and personals
must be submitted by Friday
at 5 p.m. for the Thursday
edition. Pre-pay please.

Personals
Dear Garbage Man,
My alarm clock goes off at 8
a.m., Ido notneed you to wakeme
up at 4 a.m. everyday!!!

—Sleeping Beauty

To Pamela, Bridget and Amy:
Ineed you to come cause madcap
hyjinnx in my hall to spice up life,

Streaking? Masks? Pyrotechnics
Show?
y

_
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To the princess...
Tothatsexydude at theCheiftan
mea a freshman
"
who goes
eoes by
the name
name "silly
siuy
wno
Dy me
knows who she
princess
rea
r
The
cheeks."Meetme at,he d.swasher is!Keepyourtoesoutofthewayl
at 2 p.m. this Fnday for some long don ( want to see them

walks on the beach walk somero-

.

mantic dinnerconversation.

.

ie Queen

Girly Girl,
Iseeyouand yourgorgeouseyes
everyday you pass by the C.A.C.,
and itmakes my heart skip a beat.
—C

All the volleyball players and
cross country rebels keep working
b

_
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Putting a personal in The Spectator
is easy. Just go to the Campus
Assistance Center, located in the
Student Union Building for more
infOrmati n-

°

— Personals are freeand appear in every

Hey Dog-

Yourock my world!
Love your favorite Pet

_

The hottest chick on campus. I
101s.
ya
va lots

uv
iiuv

-Chns

...

call me back?
Whyj didn't you
j

Wassup? Whatcha do.n' th.s
weekend? Wanna go out sometime?

my children.
—Have
Pat

Alisha,
Icouln't have askedfor a better

Dearest Elena,

—

children.
—Havemy
Pat

co-chair!
love A[ana

—

■

just wanted to say hi to my best
friend andcompanion. Thanks for
always beingthere formeandmak-

=

Dearest Cythia,
Havemy children.

DINO—
The word of the day is "ridicu-

lous"
_CM

* "horse!"

Mr Mo-Hand says:
'
Dont de the cU

"

".an is the coolest, and we love

— su Woman!
A big, fat D.P. sent out to Pat
much love and muscle tension!

Dear Peachy Woo(]s
Jeg Elsker Dog
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Mike shouldbe committed to the
iOOnybin!

TothetallredheadattheC.A.C.
my on fire Bum baby

*£"*
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—

issue.
—Personals are a great way to get the
message out on campus, say hello to a
friend,or even wish someone a happy
birthday.

Devin-

Fransisco—

Dearest Julie,

,

I PUT YOUR WORDS HERE! I

,

/us one

x m t

For Kelsie (not Kesey) you are
thelightof my life,the sun and my
stars. Sorry Ispelled your name
wrong. Forgive me?

To the "Foxiest Albino"
Hope you and your gorilla arms
Chns >
an awesome birthday!
have
Youknow who you are, beware
Now
y°u have y° ur very own
ove a waySi
Exotic"
of those nose hair trimmers, and
personal. Are youhappy now?
don't forget to groom your chin
Tmrd ft° 0T Bellarmine.
hairs.
Are we makingenoughnoise yet?
Bth floor posse—
Love you lots!
Get your roll on.

„
_.
„, uSheep
Boy,
To

infini(

-l^vme
_____

hd

From the third

I
can't wait tosee you onour daily
meetings in Pigott.

°

Hey there comp-sci guy!
sometime!
Jesus and I
love you the mostest,

Tomy Camel Hump,
Happy 20th Birthday(belated).

Hey Canny
HeyCappy—

To my sweetie—
Thank you for making all my
dreams come true,
Fromyour sweetie
Ilove Amy
Pet extraordinare! Come home

"

HappyBirthday mylovebutton!
Iwas hoping wecouldhave a little
party c.m.p. Iwant you to know
youare my sunshineinmy eye, the
apple of my life. Iwill love you
until.. wait for it....

To the Train—
MyCB.the CT,andmy 2ndmom.
You hotties makemy day!
Luv Ya,
—Cash Money

Jon
You wannachill?

_.
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Colleen mama baby:
Happy Birthday!
LOve
MAACCKSS-J
(Also'known as the holtlcs

>

Back Page
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Athletes as« becoming more
noticablc on campus now-a-days.
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That must be a soccer fH|
player right iherc...
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